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THE STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OF PERSISTENCE MODULES
FRE´DE´RIC CHAZAL, VIN DE SILVA, MARC GLISSE, AND STEVE OUDOT
Abstract. We give a self-contained treatment of the theory of persistence modules indexed
over the real line. We give new proofs of the standard results. Persistence diagrams are
constructed using measure theory. Linear algebra lemmas are simplified using a new notation
for calculations on quiver representations. We show that the stringent finiteness conditions
required by traditional methods are not necessary to prove the existence and stability of the
persistence diagram. We introduce weaker hypotheses for taming persistence modules, which
are met in practice and are strong enough for the theory still to work. The constructions
and proofs enabled by our framework are, we claim, cleaner and simpler.
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2
Introduction
We intend this paper to be a self-contained treatment of the theory of persistence modules
over the real line. We give the best proofs we know of the most important results. Each
theorem is located at the appropriate level of abstraction (we believe).
Many authors have studied persistence modules in recent years, and many of the theorems
presented here are not original in themselves. The originality lies in the methods we use,
which give easier proofs and sharper results. Our main innovations are these:
‚ We use measure theory to construct persistence diagrams. The existence of a diagram
is equivalent to the existence of a certain kind of measure on rectangles in the plane.
‚ We introduce ‘decorated’ real numbers to remove ambiguity about interval endpoints.
Decorations are also what make the measure theory work.
‚ We define several kinds of ‘tameness’ for a persistence module. These occur naturally
in practice. The most restrictive of these, finite type, is what is normally seen in the
literature. We show how to work effectively with the less restrictive hypotheses.
‚ We introduce a special notation for calculations on quiver representations. This con-
siderably simplifies the linear algebra (for instance, in proving the ‘box lemma’).
Our goal in introducing these ideas is to enable other authors to define persistence diagrams
cleanly, in a wide variety of situations, without imposing unnecessary restrictions (such as
assuming a function to be Morse). For instance, it will be seen in forthcoming work that the
approach here can be used to define the levelset zigzag persistence of [5] quite broadly.
This paper owes much to [7] (and its published journal version [6]), which established the
existence and stability of persistence diagrams for modules whose persistence maps are of
finite rank. In the present work we call these modules ‘q-tame’.
Traditionally, continuous persistence diagrams have been treated in one of two ways. Most
commonly, one makes the aggressive assumption that the situation being studied has only
finitely many ‘critical values’. Alternatively, as carried out in [7] for q-tame modules, the
diagram is constructed using a careful limiting process through ever-finer discretisations of
the parameter. The former strategy may be appropriate when working with real-world data,
where every persistence module really is finite in every way, but it excludes very common
theoretical situations. The latter strategy was devised to overcome these restrictions, but
unfortunately the limiting arguments turn out to be quite complicated. Our new approach
gives the best of both worlds; we are able to work with broader classes of persistence modules,
and we can reason about their diagrams in a clean way using arguments of a finite nature.
The other debt to [7] is the recasting of stability as a statement about interleaved persistence
modules, the so-called ‘algebraic stability theorem’. In this paper we re-recast the result as
a statement about 1-parameter families of measures. This allows us to prove stability results
for even quite badly behaved persistence modules.
3
Overview. The paper is organised as follows.
In section 1, we set up the basic properties of persistence modules. These can be defined over
any partially ordered set; we are primarily interested in persistence modules over the real line.
In the best case a persistence module can be expressed as a direct sum of ‘interval modules’,
which can be thought of as the atomic building blocks of the theory. Not all persistence
modules decompose in this way, so we spend much of this paper developing techniques
that work without this assumption. These techniques depend on a thorough understanding
of finitely-indexed persistence modules known as ‘An-quiver representations’ [19, 15]. We
introduce a special notation for performing calculations on these quiver representations.
This ‘quiver calculus’ is used throughout the paper.1
Section 2 addresses the question of how to define the diagram of a persistence module. This
is easy for modules which decompose into intervals. To handle the general case, we establish
an equivalence between diagrams and a certain kind of measure defined on rectangles in the
plane. This means that whenever a persistence diagram is sought, it is enough to construct
the corresponding persistence measure; and theorems about a diagram can be replaced by
simpler-to-prove theorems about its measure. The diagram exists wherever the measure
takes finite values. This leads to several different notions of ‘tameness’. There are large
classes of examples of naturally occurring persistence modules which are tame enough for
their diagrams to be defined everywhere or almost everywhere.
In order to make the measure theory work, we use real numbers that are ‘decorated’ with
a superscript ` or ´. We use decorations also to indicate whether a real interval is open,
closed or half-open. For persistence modules which decompose into interval modules, these
two uses match up perfectly.
There is a ‘snapping principle’ by which our abstractly defined diagrams are seen to agree
with the diagrams that are produced by the standard algorithms [17, 25], for example when
working with finite simplicial complexes derived from real data.
In section 3, we study interleavings. An interleaving is an approximate isomorphism between
two persistence modules. They occur naturally in applications when the input data are
known only up to some bounded error. After presenting the basic properties, we give a clean
proof of the technical lemma (from [7]) that two interleaved modules can be interpolated by
a 1-parameter family.
Section 4 is devoted to the isometry theorem, which asserts that the interleaving distance
between two persistence modules is equal to the bottleneck distance between their persis-
tence diagrams. The two inequalities that comprise this result are treated separately. One
direction is the celebrated stability theorem of [10]. The more recent converse inequality ap-
pears in [20]. We formulate the stability theorem as a statement about measures and their
diagrams. The proof of this more abstract result closely follows the original proof in [10].
Our version of the isometry theorem supposes that the persistence modules are ‘q-tame’. We
consider this to be the natural realm of the theorem. We also prove a more general version
1Readers who wish to adopt our notation are invited to contact us for the LATEX macros.
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of the stability theorem which allows us to compare diagrams of persistence modules with
no assumptions on their tameness: wherever the two diagrams are defined, they must be
close to each other.
Given the length of this paper, the reader may wonder if the framework developed here is
truly simpler than existing approaches. In section 5, we give examples of how to use the
results and ideas in this paper.
Related Work. The early history of persistence is concerned with the quantity
rts “ rankpHpXsq Ñ HpXtqq
for an object X represented at two different scales s, t, and where H is homology. This
appeared in the early 1990s in the work of Frosini [18], with different notation and under
the name ‘size function’. Independently, a few years later, Robins [22] introduced the term
‘persistent Betti numbers’ for quantities of the form r`ρ , and noted their stability with
respect to Hausdorff distance.
The modern theory of persistence is built on three central pillars.
‚ The persistence diagram, and an algorithm for computing it, were introduced by Edels-
brunner, Letscher and Zomorodian [17].
‚ Zomorodian and Carlsson [25] defined persistence modules, indexed by the natural
numbers and viewed as graded modules over the polynomial ring krts.
‚ Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner and Harer [10] proved the stability theorem.
All three papers make strong finiteness assumptions about the starting data. In [7], the
results are generalised to persistence modules parametrised over the real line, under the
assumption that rts ă 8 for s ă t. The present paper extends that work, with many new
concepts and proofs.
We draw attention to two recent papers which share our goal of understanding continuous-
parameter persistence modules. Lesnick [20] gives an extensive algebraic treatment of mod-
ules over one or more real parameters. The converse stability inequality (and hence the
isometry theorem) appears for the first time there. Bubenik and Scott [3] develop the
category-theoretical view of persistence modules.
Both [20] and [3] appeared during the writing of this paper. There is a fair amount of
overlap between the three papers, most of it reached independently, but not quite all: from
Lesnick [20] we learned of the results of Webb [24], which resolved a sticking-point for us.
Multisets
Persistence diagrams are multisets rather than sets. For our purposes, a multiset is a pair
A “ pS,mq where S is a set and
m : S Ñ t1, 2, 3, . . . u Y t8u
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is the multiplicity function, which tells us how many times each element of S occurs in A.
Here are our conventions regarding multisets.
‚ The cardinality of A “ pS,mq is defined to be
cardA “
ÿ
sPS
mpsq
which takes values in t0, 1, 2, . . . uYt8u. We do not distinguish between different infinite
cardinals.
‚ We never form the intersection of two multisets, but we will sometimes restrict a mul-
tiset A to a set B:
A|B “ pS XB,m|SXBq
We may write this as AXB when A|B is typographically inconvenient.
‚ A pair pB,mq where
m : B Ñ t0, 1, 2, . . . u Y t8u
is implicitly regarded as defining a multiset A “ pS,m|Sq where S “ B ´m´1p0q is the
support of m.
‚ If A “ pS,mq is a multiset and f : S Ñ B where B is a set, then the notation
tfpaq | a P Au
is interpreted as the multiset in B with multiplicity function
m1pbq “
ÿ
f´1pbq
mpsq
Except in definitions like these, we seldom refer explicitly to S.
1. Persistence Modules
All vector spaces are taken to be over an arbitrary field k, fixed throughout the paper.
1.1. Persistence modules over a real parameter. A persistence module V over the real
numbers R is defined to be an indexed family of vector spaces
pVt | t P Rq,
and a doubly-indexed family of linear maps
pvts : Vs Ñ Vt | s ď tq
which satisfy the composition law
vts ˝ vsr “ vtr
whenever r ď s ď t, and where vtt is the identity map on Vt.
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Remark. Equivalently, a persistence module is a functor from the real line (viewed as a
category with a unique morphism s Ñ t whenever s ď t) to the category of vector spaces.
The uniqueness of the morphism sÑ t corresponds to the fact that all possible compositions
vtsn´1 ˝ vsn´1sn´2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ vs2s1 ˝ vs1s
from Vs to Vt are equal to each other, and in particular to v
t
s.
Here is the standard class of examples from applied topology. Let X be a topological space
and let f : X Ñ R be a function (not necessarily continuous). Consider the sublevel sets:
X t “ pX, fqt “ tx P X | fpxq ď tu
The inclusion maps
pits : Xs Ñ X t | s ď tq
trivially satisfy the composition law
its ˝ isr “ itr
whenever r ď s ď t, and itt is the identity on X t. Collectively this information is called the
sublevelset filtration of pX, fq and may be denoted Xsub or Xfsub.
We obtain a persistence module by applying any functor from topological spaces to vector
spaces. For example, let H “ Hpp´; kq be the functor ‘p-dimensional singular homology with
coefficients in k’. We define a persistence module V by setting
Vt “ HpX tq,
and
vts “ Hpitsq : HpXsq Ñ HpX tq
(the maps on homology induced by the inclusion maps). More simply:
V “ HpXsubq
In the applied topology literature, there are many examples pX, fq whose persistent homology
is of interest. Very often X is a finite simplicial complex and each X t is a subcomplex. It
follows that the vector spaces HpX tq are finite-dimensional; and as t increases there are
finitely many ‘critical values’ at which the complex changes, growing by one or more new
cells. Suppose these critical values are
a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an.
Then all the information in the persistence module is contained in the finite diagram
HpXa1q Ñ HpXa2q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HpXanq
of finite-dimensional vector spaces and linear maps. In this situation,
‚ the isomorphism type of HpXsubq admits a compact description [17, 25];
‚ there is a fast algorithm for computing this description [17, 25];
‚ the description is continuous (indeed 1-Lipschitz) in f [10].
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This description is the famous persistence diagram, or barcode.
In practical applications all the persistence modules that we encounter are finite, for the
trivial reason that a computer only stores finite data. However, there are good grounds
for extending the results of [17, 25, 10] to a more general setting. For example, theoretical
guarantees are commonly formulated in terms of an idealised model, such as a continuous
space to which the data form an approximation. Finiteness becomes unnatural and difficult
to enforce in these ideal models, but one still wants the main results to be true.
Following [7], we say that a persistence module V is tame if
rts “ rankpvtsq ă 8 whenever s ă t.
Since the word ‘tame’ is overloaded with too many meanings in the persistence literature,
we offer q-tame as an alternative (for reasons that will be explained later).
It is shown in [7] that persistence diagrams can be constructed for q-tame persistence mod-
ules, and that these diagrams are stable with respect to certain natural metrics. We repro-
duce these results here, using different methods for many of the arguments. We complete the
picture by showing that the map from q-tame persistence modules to persistence diagrams
is an isometry. This isometry theorem is due independently to Lesnick [20].
We believe that q-tame persistence modules are the ‘right’ class of objects to work with.
This is for two complementary reasons: (i) we can prove almost everything we want to
prove about q-tame modules and their persistence diagrams; and (ii) they occur in practice.
For example, a continuous function on a finite simplicial complex has q-tame sublevelset
persistent homology (Theorem 2.22). See [8] for many other examples.
1.2. Different index sets. We can define persistence modules over any partially ordered
set T, formally in the same way as for R, by specifying indexed families
pVt | t P Tq and pvts | s, t P T, s ď tq
of vector spaces and linear maps, for which vtr “ vts ˝ vsr whenever r ď s ď t, and where vtt is
the identity on Vt. The resulting collection of data is called a T-persistence module or a
persistence module over T.
If V is a T-persistence module and S Ă T, then we get an S-persistence module by consid-
ering only those spaces and maps with indices in S. This is called the restriction of V to S,
and may be written VS.
Most commonly, we work with locally finite subsets T Ă R, that is, those subsets with no
accumulation points in R. We collect information about an R-persistence module by con-
sidering its restriction to finite or locally finite subsets. This works well because persistence
modules over t1, 2, . . . , nu or over the integers Z are well understood.
In section 3, we will consider some other posets.
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1.3. Module categories. A homomorphism Φ between two T-persistence modules U,V is
a collection of linear maps
pφt : Ut Ñ Vt | t P Tq
such that the diagram
Us Ut
Vs Vt
//
uts

φs

φt
//
vts
commutes for all s ď t. Composition is defined in the obvious way, as are identity homo-
morphisms. This makes the collection of persistence modules into a category.
The category contains kernel, image, and cokernel objects for every map Φ, and there is a
zero object.
Write
HompU,Vq “ thomomorphisms UÑ Vu,
EndpVq “ thomomorphisms VÑ Vu.
Note that EndpVq is a k-algebra.
Later we will consider homomorphisms that shift the index. We will introduce these when
we consider the interleaving relation between persistence modules.
1.4. Interval modules. The basic building blocks of persistence are the interval modules.
One seeks to understand a persistence module by decomposing it into intervals. This is not
always possible, but it is possible often enough for our purposes.
Let T Ď R, and let J Ď T be an interval.2 Then IJ is defined to be the T-persistence
module with spaces
It “
"
k if t P J
0 otherwise
and maps
its “
"
1 if s, t P J
0 otherwise
In informal language, IJ represents a ‘feature’ which ‘persists’ over the interval J but is
absent elsewhere. We write IJT when we wish to specify the index set unambiguously.
We now establish notation for describing interval modules.
If T is a locally finite subset of R, then any bounded interval contains its endpoints. We
write these as closed intervals, and unbounded intervals as open or half-open intervals. For
example, in the case of Z-persistence modules there are four kinds of interval module:
Irm,ns Ip´8,ns Irm,`8q Ip´8,`8q
2By this we mean that if r ă s ă t are elements of T with r, t P J , then s P J .
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For visual clarity, we sometimes lower the superscripts, writing
Irm,ns Ip´8, ns Irm,`8q Ip´8,`8q
instead.
For persistence modules over R, it becomes important to distinguish intervals which have
the same endpoints but different topology (open, closed, half-open). For this purpose we
introduce decorated real numbers, which are written as ordinary real numbers but with
a superscript ` (plus) or ´ (minus). For finite intervals we adopt the following dictionary:
pp´, q´q means rp, qq
pp´, q`q means rp, qs
pp`, q´q means pp, qq
pp`, q`q means pp, qs
We require p ă q, except for the special case pr´, r`q, which represents the 1-point interval
rr, rs.
We also include the symbols ´8 and `8, for infinite intervals. Since real intervals are always
open at infinity these implicitly carry the superscripts ´8` and `8´, but we usually omit
the superscripts. The interval notation extends in the obvious way, so
p´8, q`q means p´8, qs
for instance.
When we wish to refer to a decorated real number but we don’t know what the decoration
is, we use an asterisk. Thus p˚ means p` or p´. The notation for an arbitrary interval is
pp˚, q˚q, where p˚ ă q˚ in the obvious ordering on decorated reals.
Here are some visual conventions for representing interval modules over R.
We work in the half-plane
H “ tpp, qq | p ď qu
of points in R2 which lie on or above the diagonal. Any finite interval module Ipp˚, q˚q may
be represented in several different ways (see Figure 1):
‚ as an interval in the real line;
‚ as rankpitsq, viewed as a function HÑ t0, 1u;
‚ as a point pp, qq in H, with a tick to specify the decoration.
Here are the four tick directions explicitly:
pp´, q`q “ pp`, q`q “
pp´, q´q “ pp`, q´q “
The convention is that the tick points into the quadrant suggested by the decorations.
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Figure 1. The interval, rank function, and decorated point representations
of the interval module Ir1,3q “ Ip1´,3´q.
Figure 2. The extended half-plane H with examples of each type of interval,
drawn as points with ticks.
A fourth option is to draw the point pp, qq without indicating the decoration. This ‘forget-
ful’ representation is the classical convention for persistence diagrams, and is adequate for
most purposes. However, the extra precision provided by decoration is important for the
correspondence between diagrams and measures.
To represent an infinite interval as a (decorated or undecorated) point, we work in the
extended half-plane
H “ H Y t´8u ˆR Y Rˆ t`8u Y tp´8,`8qu
which can be drawn schematically as a triangle. See Figure 2.
1.5. Interval decomposition. The direct sum W “ U ‘ V of two persistence modules
U,V is defined as follows:
Wt “ Ut ‘ Vt, wts “ uts ‘ vts
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This generalises immediately to arbitrary (finite or infinite) direct sums.
A persistence module W is indecomposable if the only decompositions W “ U‘V are the
trivial decompositions W‘ 0 and 0‘W.
Direct sums play both a synthetic role and an analytic role in our theory. On the one hand,
given an indexed family of intervals pJ` | ` P Lq we can synthesise a persistence module
V “à
`PL
IJ`
whose isomorphism type depends only on the multiset tJ` | ` P Lu. In light of the direct-sum
decomposition, we can think of V as having an independent feature for each ` P L, supported
over the interval J`. On the other hand, we can attempt to analyse a given persistence module
V by decomposing it into interval modules.
We now present the necessary theory for this. A ‘building block’ in a module category can
be characterised by having a comparatively simple endomorphism ring. Interval modules
have the simplest possible:
Proposition 1.1. Let I “ IJT be an interval module over T Ď R; then EndpIq “ k.
Proof. Any endomorphism of I acts on each nonzero It “ k by scalar multiplication. By the
commutation law, it is the same scalar for each t. 
Proposition 1.2. Interval modules are indecomposable.
Proof. Given a decomposition I “ U‘V, the projection maps onto U and V are idempotents
in the endomorphism ring of I. But the only idempotents of EndpIq “ k are 0 and 1. 
Theorem 1.3 (Krull–Remak–Schmidt–Azumaya). Suppose that a persistence module V over
T Ď R can be expressed as a direct sum of interval modules in two different ways:
V “à
`PL
IJ` “ à
mPM
IKm
Then there is a bijection σ : LÑM such that J` “ Kσp`q for all `.
Proof. This is from Azumaya [2] (Theorem 1), plus the trivial observation that IJ – IK
implies J “ K. The theorem requires a certain condition on the endomorphism ring of
each possible interval module: if α, β P EndpIq are non-isomorphisms then α ` β is a non-
isomorphism. Since each EndpIq “ k, the only non-isomorphism is the zero map and the
condition is satisfied. 
In other words, provided we can decompose a given persistence module V as a direct sum of
interval modules, then the multiset of intervals is an isomorphism invariant of V. But when
does such a decomposition exist?
Theorem 1.4 (Gabriel, Auslander, Ringel–Tachikawa, Webb). Let V be a persistence module
over T Ď R. In each of the following situations, V can be decomposed as a direct sum of
interval modules:
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(1) T is a finite set.
(2) T is a locally finite subset of R and each Vt is finite-dimensional.
On the other hand, (3) there exists a persistence module over Z (indeed, over the nonpositive
integers) which does not admit an interval decomposition.
Remark. Crawley-Boevey [14] has recently shown that a persistence module over R admits
an interval decomposition if each Vt is finite-dimensional. Thus, statement (2) of the theorem
is valid for all T Ď R.
Proof. (1) The decomposition of a diagram
V1 Ñ V2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Vn
into interval summands, when each dimpViq is finite, is one of the simpler instances of
Gabriel’s theorem [19]; see [25] or [4] for a concrete explanation. The extension to infinite-
dimensional modules follows abstractly from a theorem of Auslander [1] and, independently,
Ringel and Tachikawa [23]. Alternatively, note that the argument given in [4] does not really
require finite-dimensionality.
(2) We may assume that T “ Z because any locally finite subset of R is equivalent as an
ordered set to a subset of Z. Then this follows from Propostions 2 and 3 and Theorem 3 of
Webb [24].
(3) Webb [24] gives the following example, indexed over the nonpositive integers:
V0 “ tsequences px1, x2, x3, . . . q of real numbersu
V´n “ tsequences with x1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xn “ 0u for n ě 1
The maps v´n´m are the inclusions V´m Ă V´n (m ě n).
Suppose V has an interval decomposition. Since each map v´n´n´1 is injective, all of the
intervals must be of the form r´n, 0s or p´8, 0s. Since dimpV´n{V´n´1q “ 1, each interval
r´n, 0s occurs with multiplicity 1. Since ŞV´n “ t0u, the interval p´8, 0s does not occur
at all.
This would imply that V –Àně0 Ir´n,0s. This contradicts the fact that dimpV0q is uncount-
able. Therefore V does not admit an interval decomposition after all. 
Remark. There are several other examples of persistence modules not decomposing into
intervals. Lesnick [21] has an example indexed over Z which is countable-dimensional over
each index; and Crawley-Boevey [13] has an example indexed over R which is q-tame.
For a persistence module which decomposes into intervals, the way is now clear to define
its persistence diagram. Simply record which intervals occur in the decomposition (with
multiplicity): see section 1.6. Theorem 1.3 tells us that this is an isomorphism invariant.
However, we have seen that arbitrary persistence modules over R are not guaranteed an
interval decomposition. Here are three ways around the problem:
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‚ Work in restricted settings to ensure that the structure of V depends only on finitely
many index values t P R. For example, if X is a compact manifold and f is a Morse
function, then HpXsubq is determined by the finite sequence
HpXa1q Ñ HpXa2q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HpXanq
where a1, a2, . . . , an are the critical values of f . This is the traditional approach. In
this setting, the word ‘tame’ is often used to demarcate pairs pX, fq for which HpXsubq
is determined by a finite diagram of finite-dimensional vector spaces.
‚ Sample the persistence module V over a finite grid. Consider limits as the grid converges
to the whole real line. This is the approach taken in [7], where it is shown that the
q-tame hypothesis is sufficient to guarantee good limiting behaviour.
‚ Show that the persistence intervals (in the decomposable case) can be inferred from the
behaviour of V on short finite index sets. Apply this indirect definition to define the
persistence diagram in the non-decomposable case. This is the method of ‘rectangle
measures’ developed in this paper.
1.6. The persistence diagram of a decomposable module. If a persistence module V
indexed over R can be decomposed
V –à
`PL
Ipp˚` , q˚` q,
then we define the decorated persistence diagram to be the multiset
DgmpVq “ IntpVq “ tpp˚` , q˚` q | ` P Lu
and the undecorated persistence diagram to be the multiset
dgmpVq “ intpVq “ tpp`, q`q | ` P Lu ´∆
where ∆ “ tpr, rq | r P Ru is the diagonal in the plane.
Remark. In section 2.7 we will give a quite different definition of the persistence diagram of V,
based on the persistence measure rather than the interval decomposition. When occasionally
we must distinguish between the two notions, we use the alternate names Int, int rather than
Dgm, dgm for the diagrams defined here.
Theorem 1.3 implies that DgmpVq and dgmpVq do not depend on the decomposition of V.
Notice that Dgm is a multiset of decorated points in H, whereas dgm is a multiset of undec-
orated points in the interior of H. Here ‘interior’ means that we exclude the diagonal but
keep the points at infinity. The information retained by dgm is precisely the information we
care about later, when we discuss bottleneck distances. See section 4.
Let us see how these definitions play out in an example of the traditional kind.
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Figure 3. A traditional example in persistence theory: (left) X is a smoothly
embedded curve in the plane, and f is its y-coordinate or ‘height’ function;
(right) the decorated persistence diagram of HpXsubq. There are three intervals
in H0 and one interval in H1.
Example 1.5. Consider the curve in R2 shown in Figure 3, filtered by the height function.
The sublevelset persistent homology decomposes into half-open intervals as follows:
H0pXsubq – Ipa´,`8q‘ Ipb´, c´q‘ Ipd´, e´q
H1pXsubq – Ipf´,`8q
If we let rxs denote the chain corresponding to the critical point with critical value x, then the
three summands of H0 can be taken to be generated by ras, rbs´ras, and rds´ras respectively.
For instance, the independent 0-cycle rbs´ ras, which is born at time b, becomes a boundary
at time c. Thus it gives rise to the half-open interval rb, cq “ pb´, c´q.
Remark. For a Morse function on a compact manifold with critical values paiq, the intervals
are always half-open, of type rai, ajq “ pa´i , a´j q. See section 2.9.
1.7. Quiver calculations. We now set up the notation and algebraic tools for handling
persistence modules over a finite index set.
A persistence module V indexed over a finite subset
T : a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an
of the real line can be thought of as a diagram of n vector spaces and n´ 1 linear maps:
V : Va1 Ñ Va2 Ñ . . .Ñ Van
Such a diagram is a representation of the following quiver:
‚ ÝÑ ‚ ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ ‚
We have seen (Theorem 1.4) that V decomposes as a finite sum of interval modules Irai, ajs.
When n is small, we can represent these interval modules pictorially. The following example
illustrates how.
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Example 1.6. Let a ă b ă c. There are six interval modules over ta, b, cu, namely:
Ira, as “ ‚a—˝b—˝c Ira, bs “ ‚a—‚b—˝c Ira, cs “ ‚a—‚b—‚c
Irb, bs “ ˝a—‚b—˝c Irb, cs “ ˝a—‚b—‚c
Irc, cs “ ˝a—˝b—‚c
In the notation we use filled circles ‚ to indicate where the module has rank 1, and clear
circles ˝ to indicate where the module has rank 0. The connecting maps have full rank.
Now let V be a persistence module indexed over R. For any finite set of indices
T : a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an
and any interval rai, ajs Ď T, we define the multiplicity of rai, ajs in VT to be the number
of copies of Irai, ajs to occur in the interval decomposition of VT. This takes values in the
set t0, 1, 2, . . . ,8u. (We do not distinguish different infinite cardinals.)
It is useful to have notation for these multiplicities. Again, we define by example.
Example 1.7. We write
xrb, cs | Va,b,cy or x ˝a—‚b—‚c | V y
for the multiplicity of ˝a—‚b—‚c in the 3-term module
Va,b,c “ pVa Ñ Vb Ñ Vcq.
When V is clear from the context, we may simply write
x ˝a—‚b—‚c y.
The abbreviation xrb, csy is not permitted since it is ambiguous. For example, xrb, cs | Vb,cy
and xrb, cs | Va,b,cy are not generally the same. See Proposition 1.10 and Example 1.11.
Example 1.8. The invariants of a single linear map Va
vÑ Vb are:
rankpvq “ x‚a—‚b | Vy
nullitypvq “ x‚a—˝b | Vy
conullitypvq “ x˝a—‚b | Vy
(The conullity is the dimension of the cokernel.)
Proposition 1.9 (direct sums). Suppose a persistence module V can be written as a direct
sum
V “à
`PL
V`
Then
xrai, ajs | VTy “
ÿ
`PL
xrai, ajs | V`Ty
for any index set T “ ta1, a2, . . . , anu and interval rai, ajs Ď T.
Proof. Each summand V`T can be decomposed separately into interval modules. Putting
these together we get an interval decomposition of VT. The number of summands of a given
type in VT is then equal to the total number of summands of that type in all of the V`T. 
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Often we wish to compare multiplicities of intervals in different finite restrictions of V. The
principle is very simple:
Proposition 1.10 (restriction principle). Let S,T be finite index sets with S Ă T. Then
xI | VSy “
ÿ
J
xJ | VTy
where the sum is over those intervals J Ď T which restrict over S to I.
Proof. Take an arbitrary interval decomposition of VT. This induces an interval decomposi-
tion of VS. Summands of VS of type I arise precisely from those summands of VT of types
J as above. 
Example 1.11. Let a ă b ă c. Consider new indices p and q, arranged a ă p ă b ă q ă c.
Then
x˝a———‚b———‚cy “ x˝a———‚b—‚q—‚cy
whereas
x˝a———‚b———‚cy “ x˝a—˝p—‚b———‚cy ` x˝a—‚p—‚b———‚cy.
The extra term occurs when the inserted new index occurs between a clear node and a filled
node, because then there are two possible intervals which restrict to the original interval.
We will make frequent use of the restriction principle. Here is a simple illustration, to serve
as a template for similar arguments that we will encounter later on.
Example 1.12. Consider the standard fact that rankpVb Ñ Vcq ě rankpVa Ñ Vdq when
a ď b ď c ď d. The proof using quiver notation runs as follows:
rankpVb Ñ Vcq “ x——‚b—‚c——y
“ x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy ` three other terms
ě x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy
“ x‚a—————‚dy
“ rankpVa Ñ Vdq
The ‘three other terms’ are
x˝a—‚b—‚c—‚dy, x‚a—‚b—‚c—˝dy, x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy
as indicated by the restriction principle.
2. Rectangle Measures
For a decomposable R-persistence module
V –à
`PL
Ipp˚` , q˚` q,
we have defined the decorated persistence diagram to be the multiset
DgmpVq “ tpp˚` , q˚` q | ` P Lu,
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and the undecorated persistence diagram to be the multiset
dgmpVq “ tpp`, q`q | ` P Lu.
If we don’t know that V is decomposable, then we have to proceed differently. The rough
idea is that if we know how many points of Dgm are contained in each rectangle in the upper-
half space, then we know Dgm itself. For persistence modules, counting points in rectangles
turns out to be easy.
The language of measure theory is well suited to this argument. We will show that each
persistence module defines an integer-valued measure on rectangles. If the module is tame
then this measure is finite-valued, and therefore (Theorem 2.8) it is concentrated at a discrete
set of points: this is the persistence diagram.
In the decomposable case, we will see that this agrees with the definition above. And when
the module is not known to be decomposable, we can proceed regardless.
The persistence measures that we construct are not true measures on subsets of R2: they
are additive in the sense of tiling rather than in the usual sense of disjoint set union. The
discrepancy arises when we split a rectangle into two: what happens to the points on the
common edge? To which rectangle do they belong? In resolving this, one is naturally led
to the notion of decorated points. This fits perfectly with our earlier use of decorations to
distinguish open and closed interval ends.
2.1. The persistence measure. Let V be a persistence module. The persistence measure
of V is the function
µVpRq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy
defined on rectangles R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds in the plane with a ă b ď c ă d.
For a decomposable persistence module, there is a clear relationship between µV and the
interval summands of V. Let us first consider the case of an interval module.
Proposition 2.1. Let V “ IJ where J “ pp˚, q˚q is a real interval. Let R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds
where a ă b ď c ă d. Then
µV pRq “
"
1 if rb, cs Ď J Ď pa, dq
0 otherwise
Proof. It is clear that IJ restricted to ta, b, c, du is an interval or is zero. Thus, µVpRq ď 1.
Moreover µVpRq “ 1 precisely when
IJa,b,c,d “ ˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d,
which happens if and only if b, c P J and a, d R J . This is equivalent to the condition
rb, cs Ď J Ď pa, dq. 
Proposition 2.1 has a graphical interpretation. Represent the interval J Ď R as a decorated
point in the extended plane. The following picture indicates exactly which decorated points
pp˚, q˚q are detected by µVpRq:
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If pp, qq is in the interior of R then pp˚, q˚q is always detected regardless of the decoration.
If pp, qq is on the boundary, then pp˚, q˚q is detected if the tick is directed inwards.
We formalise this by defining a membership relation between decorated points and rectangles.
Definition. Let R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds where a ă b ď c ă d, and consider a decorated point
pp˚, q˚q with p˚ ă q˚. We write pp˚, q˚q P R if
(i) the interval J “ pp˚, q˚q satisfies rb, cs Ď J Ď pa, dq;
or equivalently
(ii) the point pp, qq and its decoration tick are contained in the closed rectangle R.
We use the notation
R‚ “ tpp˚, q˚q P Ru
when we wish to explicitly name the set of decorated points contained in R. However, we
prefer to write pp˚, q˚q P R instead of pp˚, q˚q P R‚ when we are simply indicating the
relationship between a decorated point and a rectangle.
With this understanding we state the following counting result.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose V is a decomposable persistence module over R:
V “à
`PL
Ipp˚` , q˚` q
Then:
(*) µVpRq “ card pDgmpVq|Rq
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 1.9 (direct sums). 
We can now articulate our strategy for defining the persistence diagram without assuming
that the module V is decomposable:
‚ construct the persistence measure µV;
‚ let DgmpVq be a multiset in the half-plane such that (*) holds for all rectangles R.
To make this work, we need to know that such a multiset exists and is unique. This is the
content of Theorem 2.8, under the hypothesis that µV is finite and additive. The result is a
sort of ‘Riesz’ representation theorem for measures on rectangles.
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When V is decomposable, Corollary 2.2 confirms that our new definition agrees with the old.
2.2. The persistence measure (continued). We call µV a measure because it is additive
with respect to splitting a rectangle into two rectangles. We prove this shortly. First, we
give a new proof of an ‘alternating sum’ formula for µVpRq that appears in [10].
Proposition 2.3. Let V be a persistence module, and let a ă b ď c ă d. If the spaces Va,
Vb, Vc, Vd are finite-dimensional, or less stringently if r
c
b ă 8, then
x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy “ rcb´ rca´ rdb ` rda .
(Here as before rts “ rankpvts : Vs Ñ Vtq.)
Proof. Decompose the 4-term module Va,b,c,d into intervals. The left-hand side counts inter-
vals of type rb, cs. By the restriction principle, the four terms on the right-hand side evaluate
as follows:
rcb “x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy + x‚a—‚b—‚c—˝dy + x˝a—‚b—‚c—‚dy + x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy
rca “ x‚a—‚b—‚c—˝dy + x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy
rdb “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—‚dy + x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy
rda “ x‚a—‚b—‚c—‚dy
These expressions are all finite: the hypothesis rcb ă 8 implies that the other three ranks
are finite too (Example 1.12). We can legitimately take the alternating sum, whereupon all
terms cancel except for the x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy. 
We give three proofs of additivity. The first is completely general, whereas the other two
work under restricted settings but are illuminating in their own way.
Proposition 2.4. µV is additive under vertical and horizontal splitting, meaning that
µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ µVpra, ps ˆ rc, dsq ` µVprp, bs ˆ rc, dsq
µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ µVpra, bs ˆ rc, qsq ` µVpra, bs ˆ rq, dsq
whenever a ă p ă b ď c ă q ă d.
This additivity property is illustrated by the following figure
S
pa
c
b
d
R
a
c
b
d
U
V
a
q
b
c
d
T
where the claim is that µVpRq “ µVpSq ` µVpT q “ µVpUq ` µVpV q.
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First proof. Let a ă p ă b ď c ă q ă d. Then we calculate
µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x ˝a———‚b—‚c—˝d y
“ x ˝a—‚p—‚b—‚c—˝d y ` x ˝a—˝p—‚b—‚c—˝d y
“ x ˝a—‚p———‚c—˝d y ` x——˝p—‚b—‚c—˝d y
“ µVpra, ps ˆ rc, dsq ` µVprp, bs ˆ rc, dsq
for additivity with respect to a horizontal split, and
µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x ˝a—‚b—‚c———˝d y
“ x ˝a—‚b—‚c—˝q—˝d y ` x ˝a—‚b—‚c—‚q—˝d y
“ x ˝a—‚b—‚c—˝q—— y ` x ˝a—‚b———‚q—˝d y
“ µVpra, bs ˆ rc, qsq ` µVpra, bs ˆ rq, dsq
for additivity with respect to a vertical split. 
Second proof, assuming rcb ă 8. The alternating sum formula (Proposition 2.3) gives
rcb´ rca´ rdb ` rda “ prcp´ rca´ rdp` rdaq ` prcb´ rcp´ rdb ` rdpq
and
rcb´ rca´ rdb ` rda “ prcb´ rca´ rqb ` rqaq ` prqb ´ rqa´ rdb ` rdaq
as required. Note that rcb ă 8 implies that rcp, rqb ă 8, so the formula is valid for all the
rectangles involved. 
This second proof is particularly transparent when drawn geometrically in the plane: the `
and ´ signs at the corners of the rectangles cancel in a pleasant way.
Third proof, assuming V is decomposable. By Corollary 2.2, the measure of a rectangle is
equal to the number of interval summands whose corresponding decorated points lie in the
rectangle. Additivity now follows from the elementary observation that a decorated point
in R belongs to exactly one of S and T , and to exactly one of U and V . 
We finish this section with two further descriptions of µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq.
Proposition 2.5. We have the following formulae:
x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy “ dim
„
impvcbq X kerpvdc q
impvcaq X kerpvdc q

“ dim
„
kerpvdb q
kerpvcbq ` impvbaq X kerpvdb q

Proof. This is covered, for instance, in the localisation discussion in section 5.1 of [4]. The
two formulae are obtained by localising at c, b respectively. 
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Proposition 2.5 expresses the measure of a rectangle as the dimension of a vector space
constructed functorially from V. (Ostensibly there are two vector spaces, one for each
formula, but the map vcb induces a natural isomorphism between them.) The functoriality
has its uses, but in other regards this characterisation is quite hard to use. For instance,
additivity is not at all obvious in this formulation.
2.3. Abstract r-measures. We now consider rectangle measures more abstractly. Persis-
tence measures are of course our primary example, but the general formulation allows for
many other situations.
For ease of exposition, we initially work in the plane R2 rather than the extended plane R2.
The picture is completed in section 2.6 when we discuss the points at infinity.
Definition. Let D be a subset of R2. Define
RectpDq “ tra, bs ˆ rc, ds Ă D | a ă b and c ă du
(the set of closed rectangles contained in D). A rectangle measure or r-measure on D is
a function
µ : RectpDq Ñ t0, 1, 2, . . . u Y t8u
which is additive under vertical and horizontal splitting (as in Proposition 2.4).
Proposition 2.6. Let µ be an r-measure on D Ď R2. Then µ is:
(Finitely additive) If R P RectpDq can be written as a union R “ R1Y ¨ ¨ ¨YRk of rectangles
with disjoint interiors, then µpRq “ µpR1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µpRkq.
(Monotone) If R Ď S then µpRq ď µpSq.
Proof. (Finitely additive) Let R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds. By induction and the vertical splitting
property, it follows that finite additivity holds for decompositions of the form
R “
ď
i
Ri
where Ri “ rai, ai`1s ˆ rc, ds with a “ a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă am “ b.
By induction and the horizontal splitting property, it then follows that finite additivity holds
for ‘product’ decompositions
R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds “
ď
i,j
Rij
where Rij “ rai, ai`1s ˆ rcj, cj`1s with a “ a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă am “ b and c “ c1 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
cn “ d.
For an arbitrary decomposition R “ R1Y¨ ¨ ¨YRk, the result follows by considering a product
decomposition of R by which each Ri is itself product-decomposed.
(Monotone) Decompose S into a collection of interior disjoint rectangles R,R1, . . . , Rk´1, one
of which is R. (This can be done with at most 9 rectangles using a product decomposition.)
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Then
µpSq “ µpRq ` µpR1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µpRk´1q
ě µpRq
by finite additivity and the fact that µ ě 0. 
Here is one more plausible-and-true statement about abstract r-measures.
Proposition 2.7 (Subadditivity). Let µ be an r-measure on D Ď R2. If a rectangle R P
RectpDq is contained in a finite union
R Ď R1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YRk
of rectangles Ri P RectpDq, then
µpRq ď µpR1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µpRkq.
Proof. Let
a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă am
include all the x-coordinates of the corners of all the rectangles, and let
c1 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă cn
include all the y-coordinates. Each rectangle is then tiled as a union of pieces
rai, ai`1s ˆ rcj, cj`1s
with disjoint interiors, and the measure of the rectangle is the sum of the measures of its
tiles, by additivity. Since each tile belonging to R must also belong to one or more of the Ri,
the inequality follows. 
2.4. Equivalence of measures and diagrams. We wish to establish a correspondence
between r-measures and decorated diagrams. The task of defining a continuous persistence
diagram can then be replaced by the simpler task of defining an r-measure. For this to work,
the measure has to be finite.
A useful notion is the r-interior of a region D Ď R2, defined
D‚ “ tpp˚, q˚q | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp˚, q˚q P Ru .
This is the set of decorated points that are ‘seen’ by the rectangles in D. The decorated
diagram will be a multiset in D‚. Clearly an r-measure cannot tell us what happens out-
side D‚.
The interior of D in the classical sense is written D˝. It may be defined
D˝ “ tpp, qq | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp, qq P R˝u ,
supposing that we already agree that the interior of a closed rectangle R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds is
the open rectangle R˝ “ pa, bq ˆ pc, dq. The undecorated diagram will be a multiset in D˝.
Theorem 2.8 (The equivalence theorem). Let D Ď R2. There is a bijective correspondence
between:
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‚ Finite r-measures µ on D. Here ‘finite’ means that µpRq ă 8 for every R P RectpDq.
‚ Locally finite multisets A in D‚. Here ‘locally finite’ means that cardpA|Rq ă 8 for
every R P RectpDq.
The measure µ corresponding to a multiset A is related to it by the formula
(2.9) µpRq “ cardpA|Rq
for every R P RectpDq.
Remark. We can write equation (2.9) equivalently as
(2.10) µpRq “
ÿ
pp˚,q˚qPR
mpp˚, q˚q,
where
m : D‚Ñ t0, 1, 2, . . . u
is the multiplicity function for A.
The theorem leads immediately to the following definitions. Let µ be a finite r-measure on
a region D Ă R2.
(i) The decorated diagram of µ is the unique locally finite multiset Dgmpµq in D‚ such
that
µpRq “ cardpDgmpµq|Rq
for every R P RectpDq.
(ii) The undecorated diagram of µ is the locally finite multiset in D˝
dgmpµq “ tpp, qq | pp˚, q˚q P Dgmpµqu XD˝
obtained by forgetting the decorations on the points and restricting to the interior.
Remark. Note that dgm is locally finite in D˝, but not necessarily locally finite in R2—it
may have accumulation points on the boundary of D.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. One direction of the correspondence is easy. If A is a multiset on D‚
then the function µpRq on rectangles defined by equation (2.9) is indeed an r-measure. It is
finite if A is locally finite. To verify additivity, suppose that a rectangle R is split vertically
or horizontally into two rectangles R1, R2. Notice that every decorated point pp˚, q˚q P R
belongs to exactly one of R1, R2. It follows that
µpRq “ cardpA|Rq “ cardpA|R1q ` cardpA|R2q “ µpR1q ` µpR2q,
as required.
The reverse direction takes more work. Given an r-measure µ we will (1) construct a multiset
A in D‚, (2) show that µ and A are related by equation (2.9), and (3) show that A is unique.
In practice we will work with the multiplicity function m and equation (2.10), rather than
referring to A directly.
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Step 1. Let µ be a finite r-measure on D. For pp˚, q˚q in D‚, define
(2.11) mpp˚, q˚q “ min tµpRq | R P RectpDq, pp˚, q˚q P Ru .
Note that the minimum is attained because the set is nonempty and µ takes values in the
natural numbers.
Here is an alternative characterisation. Rather than minimising over all rectangles, we can
take the limit through a decreasing sequence of rectangles:
Lemma 2.12. Let pξiq and pηiq be non-increasing sequences of positive real numbers which
tend to zero as iÑ 8. Then
mpp`, q`q “ lim
iÑ8µprp, p` ξis ˆ rq, q ` ηisq,
and similarly
mpp`, q´q “ lim
iÑ8µprp, p` ξis ˆ rq ´ ηi, qsq,
mpp´, q`q “ lim
iÑ8µprp´ ξi, ps ˆ rq, q ` ηisq,
mpp´, q´q “ lim
iÑ8µprp´ ξi, ps ˆ rq ´ ηi, qsq.
Proof. The key observation is that the sequence of rectangles Ri “ rp, p ` ξis ˆ rq, q ` ηis
is cofinal in the set of rectangles R containing pp`, q`q. In other words, for any such R we
have Ri Ď R for all sufficiently large i.
By monotonicity, the sequence of nonnegative integers µpRiq is non-increasing, and hence
eventually stabilises to a limit. Then
mpp`, q`q ď min
i
µpRiq “ lim
iÑ8µpRiq ď µpRq
for any R containing pp`, q`q. Taking the minimum over all R, the right-hand side becomes
mpp`, q`q and hence by squeezing
mpp`, q`q “ lim
iÑ8µpRiq.
The other three cases of the lemma are similar. 
We return to the main proof.
Step 2. Having defined mpp˚, q˚q, we now show that this is the ‘correct’ definition, meaning
that equation (2.10) is satisfied. We have seen already that m corresponds to an r-measure
(2.13) νpRq “
ÿ
pp˚,q˚qPR
mpp˚, q˚q,
and it remains to show (for this step) that ν “ µ. We prove this by induction on k “ µpRq.
Base case. µpRq “ 0. Then for every pp˚, q˚q P R we have
0 ď mpp˚, q˚q ď µpRq “ 0
so νpRq “ 0.
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Inductive step. Suppose µpRq “ νpRq for every rectangle R with µpRq ă k. Consider a
rectangle R0 with µpR0q “ k. We must show that νpR0q “ k.
Split the rectangle into four equal quadrants S1, S2, S3, S4. Certainly
µpR0q “ µpS1q ` µpS2q ` µpS3q ` µpS4q
νpR0q “ νpS1q ` νpS2q ` νpS3q ` νpS4q
by finite additivity (Proposition 2.6). If every quadrant satisfies µpSiq ă k, then by induction
we deduce that µpR0q “ νpR0q. Otherwise, one of the quadrants has µ “ k and the other
three quadrants satisfy µ “ 0 (and hence ν “ 0). Let R1 be the distinguished quadrant, so
µpR1q “ k. It is now enough to show that νpR1q “ k.
We repeat the argument. Subdivide Ri into four equal quadrants. Either all four quadrants
satisfy the inductive hypothesis µ ă k, in which case we are done. Otherwise we find a
quadrant Ri`1 with µpRi`1q “ k, and we are reduced to showing that νpRi`1q “ k.
In the worst case—the remaining unresolved case—this iteration never terminates and we
obtain a sequence of closed rectangles
R0 Ą R1 Ą R2 Ą . . .
each being a quadrant of the previous one, with µpRiq “ k. Since the diameters of the
rectangles tend to zero, their intersection
Ş
iRi contains a single point pr, sq.
We are now in a position to show that νpR0q “ k, by evaluating the sum explicitly over all
decorated points in R0.
First of all, consider decorated points that eventually leave the sequence pRiq. Specifically,
suppose that pp˚, q˚q P R0 but pp˚, q˚q P Ri´1 ´ Ri for some i. This means that pp˚, q˚q
belongs to one of the three quadrants of Ri´1 for which µ “ 0. It follows immediately that
mpp˚, q˚q “ 0.
Thus, the only contribution to νpR0q comes from decorated points pp˚, q˚q which belong to
every rectangle in the sequence pRiq. Clearly these must be decorated versions pr˚, s˚q of the
intersection point pr, sq. There are 4, 2 or 1 of them depending on how the nested sequence
of rectangles converges to its limit. Here we illustrate the three cases:
Suppose first that pr, sq lies in the interior of every rectangle Ri, so that all four decorated
points pr`, s`q, pr`, s´q, pr´, s`q, pr´, s´q belong to every Ri. Divide each Ri into 4 sub-
rectangles R``i , R
`´
i , R
´`
i , R
´´
i , which share a common corner at pr, sq so that each of the
four decorated points pr˚, s˚q belongs to one of the subrectangles in the obvious notation.
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By Lemma 2.12,
mpr`, s`q “ lim
iÑ8µpR
``
i q, mpr`, s´q “ lim
iÑ8µpR
`´
i q,
mpr´, s`q “ lim
iÑ8µpR
´`
i q, mpr´, s´q “ lim
iÑ8µpR
´´
i q,
and moreover each of these decreasing integer sequences eventually stabilises at its limiting
value. Thus, for sufficiently large i,
νpR0q “ mpr`, s`q `mpr`, s´q `mpr´, s`q `mpr´, s´q
“ µpR``i q ` µpR`´i q ` µpR´`i q ` µpR´´i q “ µpRiq “ k
as required.
A similar argument (with fewer terms) can be made in the cases where only 2 or 1 of the
decorated points pr˚, s˚q belong to every Ri. For instance, if pr, sq lies on the interior of the
right-hand edge of the rectangles pRiq for all sufficiently large i, we split each rectangle into
two parts R´`i and R
´´
i and obtain
νpR0q “ mpr´, s`q `mpr´, s´q “ µpR´`i q ` µpR´´i q “ µpRiq “ k
in the same way. In this case pr`, s`q and pr`, s´q eventually leave (or were never in) the
sequence pRiq and therefore do not contribute to νpR0q. We omit the details of the remaining
cases, which are equally straightforward.
This completes the inductive step. Thus µpRq “ νpRq for every R P RectpDq.
Step 3. Suppose m1pp˚, q˚q is some other multiplicity function on D‚ whose associated
r-measure
ν 1pRq “
ÿ
pp˚,q˚qPR
m1pp˚, q˚q
satisfies µ “ ν 1. We must show that m “ m1.
Consider an arbitrary decorated point pp˚, q˚q P D‚. Let R be a rectangle which contains
pp˚, q˚q at its corner. Since
νpRq “ ν 1pRq “ µpRq ă 8,
there are only finitely many other decorated points pr˚, s˚q P R with positive multiplicity in
m or m1. By making R smaller, we can therefore assume that pp˚, q˚q is the only decorated
point in R with positive multiplicity in either measure. Then
mpp˚, q˚q “ νpRq “ µpRq “ ν 1pRq “ m1pp˚, q˚q.
Since pp˚, q˚q was arbitrary it follows that m “ m1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
2.5. Non-finite measures. If a measure is not everywhere finite, we restrict our attention
to the parts of the plane where it is finite. Define the finite r-interior of an r-measure µ
to be the set of decorated points
F‚pµq “ tpp˚, q˚q | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp˚, q˚q P R and µpRq ă 8u .
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The finite interior is
F˝pµq “ tpp, qq | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp, qq P R˝ and µpRq ă 8u .
This is an open subset of the plane, being a union of open rectangles. It is easy to see that
pp, qq P F˝pµq if and only if pp˚, q˚q P F‚pµq for all possible decorations.
We can apply Theorem 2.8 to each rectangle R of finite measure to obtain a decorated
diagram in R‚. These diagrams will agree, by uniqueness, on the common intersection of
any two such rectangles. Therefore we can combine these local definitions to get a well-
defined multiset Dgmpµq in the whole of F‚pµq.
This multiset has the property that µpRq “ cardpDgmpµq|Rq for any rectangle R P RectpDq
with finite measure. There is one subtlety to address.
Proposition 2.14. Let R P RectpDq. If R‚ Ď F‚pµq then µpRq ă 8.
Proof. We show that each pp, qq P R is contained in the relative interior of a rectangle S Ď R
of finite measure. Then R, being compact, is the union of finitely many of these rectangles,
and by subadditivity (Proposition 2.7) it must have finite measure.
If pp, qq lies in the interior of R, then each of the four decorated points pp˚, q˚q belongs to
F‚pµq so we can find four finite-measure rectangles containing them. The union of these
rectangles contains a neighbourhood of pp, qq, and we can take S Ď R to be a rectangle
contained in this union with pp, qq in its interior. It has finite measure, by subadditivity.
If pp, qq lies on the interior of an edge, we take two finite-measure rectangles containing a
relative neighbourhood of pp, qq; and if pp, qq is a corner point we take just one rectangle. 
Corollary 2.15. Let µ be an r-measure on D Ď R2. Then there is a uniquely defined locally
finite multiset Dgmpµq in F‚pµq such that
µpRq “ cardpDgmpµq|Rq
for every R P RectpDq with R‚ Ď F‚pµq. 
Similarly, or as an easy consequence of Proposition 2.14, we have:
Proposition 2.16. Let R P RectpDq. If R Ď F˝pµq then µpRq ă 8. 
Now we can define the diagrams of a general r-measure.
‚ The decorated diagram of an r-measure µ is the pair pDgmpµq,F‚pµqq, where Dgmpµq
is the multiset in F‚pµq described in the corollary.
‚ The undecorated diagram is the pair pdgmpµq,F˝pµqq, where
dgmpµq “ tpp, qq | pp˚, q˚q P Dgmpµqu X F˝pµq
is the locally finite3 multiset in F˝pµq obtained by forgetting the decorations in Dgmpµq
and restricting to the finite interior.
3As before, dgm is locally finite in F˝, but may have accumulation points on the boundary of F˝.
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Remark. The point of Proposition 2.14 is that there is no ‘hidden information’ in µ beyond
what is recorded in the diagram. The measure of any rectangle R with R‚ Ď F‚pµq is
recovered by counting decorated points of Dgmpµq, and any other rectangle has infinite
measure.
We can bring these definitions into accord with the previous one (for finite r-measures) by
agreeing that Dgmpµq and dgmpµq are abbreviations for pDgmpµq,D‚q and pdgmpµq,D˝q,
when D is clear from the context.
It is sometimes useful to adopt the following extension convention. An r-measure defined
on a subset D Ă R2 can be interpreted as an r-measure on the whole plane R2, by agreeing
that µpRq “ 8 for any rectangle that meets R2 ´D. The extension has the same diagram
as the original r-measure.
2.6. The diagram at infinity. We now discuss r-measures in the extended plane R2. This
requires infinite rectangles and decorated points at infinity.
‚ For D Ď R2, the set RectpDq consists of all rectangles R Ď D of the form
R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds
where now ´8 ď a ă b ď `8 and ´8 ď c ă d ď `8.
‚ Decorated points in R2 are pairs pp˚, q˚q where p˚ and q˚ are decorated real numbers
or ´8` or `8´. The symbols ´8`,`8´ may be abbreviated to ´8,`8.
With these preliminaries, several other concepts are formally unchanged. The r-interior and
the interior of D are
D‚ “ tpp˚, q˚q | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp˚, q˚q P Ru ,
D˝ “ tpp, qq | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp, qq P R˝u .
One subtlety is that we take R˝ to be the relative interior of R as a subspace of R2. For
instance, if R “ r´8, bs ˆ rc, ds where b, c, d are finite, then R˝ “ r´8, bq ˆ pc, dq.
The concept of an r-measure goes through as before: it is a function
µ : RectpDq Ñ t0, 1, 2, . . . , u Y t8u
which is additive with respect to horizontal and vertical splittings. An r-measure has a finite
r-interior and a finite interior:
F‚pµq “ tpp˚, q˚q | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp˚, q˚q P R and µpRq ă 8u ,
F˝pµq “ tpp, qq | there exists R P RectpDq such that pp, qq P R˝ and µpRq ă 8u .
We sometimes write Spµq “ R2 ´ F˝pµq, the singular support of µ.
Claim. Corollary 2.15 is valid for r-measures on D Ď R2.
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Proof. The statements (and indeed the proofs) of Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.15 are in-
variant under reparametrisations of the plane of the form
x1 “ fpxq, y1 “ gpyq,
where f, g are homeomorphic embeddings. We can view R2 as a rectangle in R2 via a
transformation of this type; for instance
x1 “ arctanpxq, y1 “ arctanpyq
identifies R2 with the rectangle r´pi{2, pi{2s ˆ r´pi{2, pi{2s in R2. The theorem and its
corollary now apply directly. 
The decorated diagram pDgmpµq,F‚pµqq and the undecorated diagram pdgmpµq,F˝pµqq are
defined as before.
Let V be a persistence module. The persistence measure µV, previously defined by
µVpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy
for a ă b ď c ă d, extends easily to infinite rectangles. We allow for the possibility that
a “ ´8 or d “ `8 by setting
V´8 “ 0, V`8 “ 0.
In these cases the alternating sum formula of Proposition 2.3 becomes:
µV pr´8, bs ˆ rc,`8sq “ x ‚b—‚c | V y “ rcb
µV p ra, bs ˆ rc,`8sq “ x ˝a—‚b—‚c | V y “ rcb´ rca (if rca ă 8)
µV pr´8, bs ˆ rc, ds q “ x ‚b—‚c—˝d | V y “ rcb´ rdb (if rdb ă 8)
The first of these corresponds to the ‘k-triangle lemma’ of [10].
So µV can be thought of as an r-measure on the extended half-plane
H “ tpp, qq | ´8 ď p ď q ď `8u
and its diagram DgmpµVq is defined on the subset of the r-interior
H‚ “ tpp˚, q˚q | ´8` ď p˚ ă q˚ ď `8´u
on which µV is finite.
Notice that there is a 1–1 correspondence between nonempty real intervals and elements
of H‚. The interval corresponding to pp˚, q˚q is written pp˚, q˚q as before. Proposition 2.1
and Corollary 2.2 extend straightforwardly to this setting. In particular:
Corollary 2.17. If V is decomposable into interval modules then µVpRq counts the interval
summands corresponding to decorated points which lie in R. 
We finish this section by defining the ‘measures at infinity’ induced by an r-measure µ. The
extended plane has 4 lines at infinity
p´8,Rq, p`8,Rq, pR,´8q, pR,`8q
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and 4 points at infinity
p´8,´8q, p`8,´8q, p´8,`8q, p`8,`8q
and, depending on where µ is finite, there are measures defined on each of these. On the
lines at infinity these are ‘interval measures’ (the 1-dimensional analogue of r-measures), and
at the points at infinity these are simply numbers.
We write out the three cases of direct relevance to persistence modules. The other cases are
similar.
‚ the line p´8,Rq:
µp´8, rc, dsq “ lim
bÑ´8µpr´8, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ minb µpr´8, bs ˆ rc, dsq
for any interval rc, ds Ď R.
‚ the line pR,`8q:
µpra, bs,`8q “ lim
cÑ`8µpra, bs ˆ rc,`8sq “ minc µpra, bs ˆ rc,`8sq
for any interval ra, bs Ď R.
‚ the point p´8,`8q:
µp´8,`8q “ lim
eÑ`8µpr´8,´es ˆ re,`8sq “ mine µpr´8,´es ˆ re,`8sq
Monotonicity of µ guarantees that each limit exists, except when none of the rectangles in
the expression belongs to RectpDq. When that happens we adopt the extension convention
(see section 2.5), and regard these rectangles has having infinite measure and the limit as
being 8.
In order for the limit to be finite, we need at least one rectangle in the limiting expression
to have finite measure. By considering the decorated diagram in that rectangle, it becomes
clear what the ‘measure at infinity’ measures: it counts the decorated points of Dgmpµq that
lie in the segment, or corner, at infinity.
For example, when µp´8, rc, dsq is finite, it counts the decorated points of Dgmpµq of the
form p´8`, q˚q where q˚ P rc, ds. When it is infinite, it means that some such p´8`, q˚q
does not belong to F‚pµq, either because it does not belong to D‚ or because all rectangles
containing it have infinite mass.
2.7. Diagrams of persistence modules. We now have two competing definitions of the
decorated diagram of a persistence module.
‚ If V “À`PL Ipp˚`, q˚`q is decomposable into intervals, then define
DgmpVq “ IntpVq “ tpp˚` , q˚` q | ` P Lu .
This is a multiset in H‚.
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‚ Let µV be the persistence measure of V. Then
DgmpVq “ DgmpµVq.
This is a multiset in F‚pµq, the finite r-interior of µ “ µV.
The overloading of the term ‘DgmpVq’ is partially excused by the following fact.
Proposition 2.18. If V is decomposable into intervals, then IntpVq agrees with DgmpµVq
where the latter is defined, that is, on F‚pµq.
Proof. By Corollary 2.17 we have
cardpIntpVq|Rq “ µVpRq
for all rectangles. On the other hand, we have
cardpDgmpµVq|Rq “ µVpRq
for all rectangles with µVpRq ă 8. By uniqueness, it follows that IntpVq and DgmpµVq must
be the same multiset when restricted to F‚pµVq. 
Neither definition strictly outperforms the other, as the following examples show.
Example 2.19. Let
V “à
`PL
Ipp˚` , q˚` q
where the undecorated pairs pp`, q`q form a dense subset of the half-plane H. Then IntpVq
is defined; but µVpRq “ 8 for every rectangle, so F‚pµVq is the empty set and DgmpµVq is
nowhere defined.
Example 2.20. Adapting the example of Webb [24] to the real line:
Wt “ 0 for t ą 0
W0 “ tsequences px1, x2, x3, . . . q of real numbersu
Wt “ tsequences with xn “ 0 for all n ď |t|u for t ă 0
As before, this is not decomposable into intervals. On the other hand, it is easy to see that
x˝a—‚b |Wy “ conullitypWa Ñ Wbq ă 8
except when a “ ´8, and
x‚c—˝d |Wy “ nullitypWc Ñ Wdq ă 8
except when c ď 0 ă d. Each of these terms dominates
x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d |Wy,
which is therefore finite for all rectangles which do not contain p´8, 0`q. It is not difficult
to complete the argument that
F‚pµq “ H‚´ tp´8, 0`qu
and to determine the persistence diagram
DgmpµWq “
 p´n`, 0`q | n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . (
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Figure 4. The persistence diagram DgmpWq “ DgmpµWq for the example of
Webb. This is defined everywhere in the extended half-plane except p´8, 0`q.
over F‚pµq. See Figure 4. In other words, although this example is not decomposable into
intervals, its persistence measure is well-behaved away from the singular support, which is
the point p´8, 0`q.
2.8. Tameness conditions. We now describe several different levels of ‘tameness’ for a
persistence module, starting with the tamest.
A persistence module V is of finite type, if it is a finite direct sum of interval modules.
It is locally finite, if it is a direct sum of interval modules such that every t P R has
a neighbourhood which meets only finitely many of the intervals. Since closed bounded
intervals are compact, this is equivalent to the stronger assertion that every bounded subset
of R meets only finitely many of the intervals.
Proposition 2.21. A persistence module V is locally finite if and only if (i) each Vt is finite-
dimensional and (ii) there is a locally finite set S Ă R such that vcb is an isomorphism for
every pair b ă c with rb, cs X S “ H.
In less formal language, condition (ii) asserts that V is constant over each interval of the
open set R´ S.
Proof. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Select a locally finite countable set
T : ¨ ¨ ¨ ă t´n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă t´1 ă t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn ă . . .
unbounded in both directions, where the even-numbered points include the entire set S. By
the result of Webb used in Theorem 1.4, we can decompose VT into intervals. Since V is
constant over each pt2n, t2n`2q, this extends uniquely to a decomposition of V into interval
modules. Any bounded subset of R meets only finitely many of the t2n and pt2n, t2n`2q.
Applying condition (i) we find that it meets only finitely many of the intervals.
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VH R
Q
Figure 5. A quadrant, horizontal strip, vertical strip, and finite rectangle in H.
The converse direction is immediate: take S to be the set of endpoints of the intervals in the
decomposition of V. 
For a finite or locally finite persistent module, it is easy to see that F‚pµq “ H, so both
persistence diagrams are defined on all of H, including on the diagonal and at infinity.
Diagonal points must be decorated pp´, p`q, since only these belong to rectangles in H.
We introduce four more kinds of tameness. The assumptions here are about finiteness of µV
over different types of rectangle (see Figure 5). Each condition guarantees the existence of
the persistence diagram over a certain subset of the extended half-plane. The finite part of
the plane (except the diagonal) is always included; it is at infinity that the four conditions
differ.
(i) We say that V is q-tame, if µVpQq ă 8 for every quadrant Q not touching the diagonal.
In other words
x‚b—‚c | Vy ă 8
(that is, rcb ă 8) for all b ă c. The persistence diagram DgmpµVq is defined over the set:
tpp˚, q˚q | ´8 ď p ă q ď `8u “
(ii) We say that V is h-tame, if µVpHq ă 8 for every horizontally infinite strip H not
touching the diagonal. In other words,
x‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy ă 8
for all b ă c ă d. The persistence diagram DgmpµVq is defined over the set:
tpp˚, q˚q | ´8 ď p ă q ă `8u “
(iii) We say that V is v-tame, if µVpV q ă 8 for every vertically infinite strip V not touching
the diagonal. In other words,
x˝a—‚b—‚c | Vy ă 8
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Figure 6. Diagrams of persistence modules which are: (left) h-tame and
v-tame but not q-tame; (right) r-tame but not h-tame or v-tame.
for all a ă b ă c. The persistence diagram DgmpµVq is defined over the set:
tpp˚, q˚q | ´8 ă p ă q ď `8u “
(iv) We say that V is r-tame, if µVpRq ă 8 for every finite rectangle R not touching the
diagonal. In other words,
x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Vy ă 8
for all a ă b ă c ă d. The persistence diagram DgmpµVq is defined over the set:
tpp˚, q˚q | ´8 ă p ă q ă `8u “
Here is the diagram of inclusions between the different classes of tame persistence modules:
v-tame
finite locally finite q-tame r-tame
h-tame
))
// //
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One can show that all the inclusions are strict, and also
q-tame Ĺ h-tameX v-tame, h-tameY v-tame Ĺ r-tame.
Examples for these last two assertions are suggested by the diagrams in Figure 6.
We have not determined whether
h-tame‘ v-tame “ r-tame.
If an r-tame module is decomposable then it can certainly be written as the direct sum of
an h-tame module and a v-tame module, by partitioning the intervals appropriately. The
general situation seems more subtle.
Later we will show that ‘q-tame’ can be thought of as the completion of ‘locally finite’: a
persistence module is q-tame if and only if it can be approximated arbitrarily well by locally
finite modules. See Theorem 4.19.
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Many naturally occurring persistence modules are q-tame. Here is a typical example.
Theorem 2.22. Let X be a finite polyhedron,4 and let f : X Ñ R be a continuous function.
Then persistent homology HpXsubq of the sublevelset filtration of pX, fq is q-tame.
Proof. For any b ă c we must show that
HpXbq Ñ HpXcq
has finite rank. Begin with any triangulation of X, and subdivide it repeatedly until no
simplex meets both f´1pbq and f´1pcq. If we define Y to be the union of the closed simplices
which meet Xb, then we have
Xb Ď Y Ď Xc
and hence the factorisation
HpXbq Ñ HpY q Ñ HpXcq.
Since Y is a finite polyhedron, HpY q is finite dimensional, so HpXbq Ñ HpXcq has finite
rank. 
We emphasise that individual vector spaces HpXbq in the persistence module may be infinite-
dimensional. For instance let X be a closed disk in the plane, and let f be a non-negative
function whose zero set is a Hawaiian earring; then H1pX0q is uncountable-dimensional. The
theorem nonetheless applies.
With a little more work we can show:
Theorem 2.23. Let X be a locally compact polyhedron, and let f : X Ñ R be a proper
continuous function. Then persistent homology HpXsubq of the sublevelset filtration of pX, fq
is h-tame and v-tame (and r-tame).
The theorem essentially asserts that the only possible bad behaviour of HpXsubq occurs at
p´8,`8q. It is easy to construct examples which are definitely not q-tame. The simplest
example is X “ Z (the integers), with fpnq “ n. The 0-homology of any sublevelset is
infinite dimensional, and all inclusions have infinite rank.
Proof. h-tameness. Let b ă c ă d. We must show that
(h-*) x‚b—‚c—˝d | HpXsubqy ă 8.
Begin with a triangulation of X. Only finitely many simplices meet the compact set f´1pbq,
so again after a finite number of subdivisions no simplex meets both f´1pbq and f´1pcq.
Now let Y be the union of the closed simplices which meet Xb, and let Z be the union of
the closed simplices which meet Xd. This gives a diagram of inclusions
Xb Ď Y Ď Xc Ď Xd Ď Z.
Note that the polyhedron Z differs from its subpolyhedron Y by the addition of only finitely
many simplices, since each such simplex must meet the compact set f´1rb, ds. Thus the
relative homology HpZ, Y q is finite-dimensional.
4By ‘polyhedron’ we mean the realisation of a simplicial complex as a topological space.
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We now work with the induced homology diagram
HpXbq Ñ HpY q Ñ HpXcq Ñ HpXdq Ñ HpZq.
In the obvious notation,
x‚b———‚c—˝d——y “ x‚b—‚y—‚c—˝d—˝zy
ď x——‚y—————˝zy
“ dimrkerpHpY q Ñ HpZqqs.
By the homology long exact sequence for the pair pZ, Y q, we have
kerpHpY q Ñ HpZqq “ impHpZ, Y q Ñ HpY qq
which is finite-dimensional. This confirms (h-*).
v-tameness. Let a ă b ă c. We must show that
(v-*) x˝a—‚b—‚c | HpXsubqy ă 8
Using a similar argument to the above, we construct a diagram of inclusions
Y Ď Xa Ď Xb Ď Z Ď Xc
where Y, Z are polyhedra with HpZ, Y q finite-dimensional. Working with the homology
diagram
HpY q Ñ HpXaq Ñ HpXbq Ñ HpZq Ñ HpXcq,
we estimate
x——˝a—‚b———‚cy “ x˝y—˝a—‚b—‚z—‚cy
ď x˝y—————‚z——y
“ dimrcokerpHpY q Ñ HpZqqs
By the homology long exact sequence of the pair pZ, Y q, we have
cokerpHpY q Ñ HpZqq – impHpZq Ñ HpZ, Y qq
which is finite-dimensional. This confirms (v-*). 
Remark. We find that q-tame modules occur rather widely. For instance, it is shown in [8]
that the Vietoris–Rips and Cˇech complexes of a pre-compact metric space have q-tame per-
sistent homology. At the same time, such complexes can be very badly behaved when viewed
non-persistently. In fact, there is a compact metric space whose Vietoris–Rips complex has
uncountable dimension at uncountably many parameter values (indeed, over an entire inter-
val). The construction is not at all pathological in appearance; see [8]. The first examples of
this type were shown to us by J.-M. Droz; see [16] for another. These theorems and examples
support our contention that q-tame persistence modules are the natural class to work with.
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Figure 7. A persistence module V, discretised at a, b, c. The persistence
diagram DgmpVa,b,cq is localised at six grid vertices. The multiplicity of each
vertex is equal to the number of decorated points of DgmpVq in the rectangle
immediately below and to the left of it. Decorated points of DgmpVq in the
remaining triangular regions do not show up in DgmpVa,b,cq.
2.9. Finite approximations. Away from the finite r-interior, the r-measure gives a decid-
edly limited view of the structure of a persistence module. For example:
‚ It is not possible to distinguish between the many nonisomorphic persistence modules
V for which µV is infinite on every rectangle.
‚ If the persistence diagram of V contains a sequence of points ppn˚, qn˚q with pn, qn con-
verging to r from below and above, respectively, then there is no way to determine the
multiplicity of pr´, r`q from the measure alone.
On the other hand, from µV we do recover all information obtainable by restricting V to
finite subsets T Ă R. We may call this the ‘finitely observable’ part of V. Specifically, for
any finite index set
T : a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an
we have
xrai, ajs | VTy “ x˝ai´1— ‚ai —‚aj — ˝aj`1| Vy “ µVprai´1, ais ˆ raj, aj`1sq(:)
(where a0, an`1 are interpreted as ´8,`8 respectively).
This can be interpreted as a sort of ‘snapping principle’ (see [6, 7] for the origin of this term).
The left-hand side of (:) gives the multiplicity of the interval rai, aj`1q in the traditional
definition of the barcode for VT. For us, this is pa´i , a´j`1q. The right-hand side of (:) counts
the decorated points of DgmpµVq in the rectangle rai´1, ais ˆ raj, aj`1s. See Figure 7.
There are some well known situations in which the entire structure of V is finitely observable.
For example, suppose
‚ X is a compact manifold and f is a Morse function; or
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‚ X is a compact polyhedron and f is piecewise linear.
In each case there is a finite set of critical points
T : a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă an
such that the inclusion of sublevelsets Xs Ă X t is a homotopy equivalence provided that ps, ts
does not meet any of the critical points. It follows that the sublevelset persistent homology
V “ HpXsubq is constant on each of the intervals
p´8, a1q, ra1, a2q, ra2, a3q, . . . , ran´1, anq, ran,`8q.
The structure of V is therefore determined by VT, it is of finite type, and DgmpVq is localised
at the points
pa´i , a´j q for 1 ď i ă j ď n,
pa´i ,`8q for 1 ď i ď n.
3. Interleaving
As with any category, two persistence modules U,V are said to be isomorphic if there are
maps
Φ P HompU,Vq, Ψ P HompV,Uq,
such that
ΨΦ “ 1U, ΦΨ “ 1V.
This relation is too strong for situations where the data leading to the construction of a
persistence module is obtained with some uncertainty or noise. The natural response is to
consider a weaker relation, δ-interleaving, where δ ě 0 quantifies the uncertainty.
In this section, we define the interleaving relation and study its elementary properties. We
prove the nontrivial result (from [6]) that if two persistence modules are δ-interleaved, then
they are connected in the space of persistence modules by a path of length δ. This ‘interpo-
lation lemma’ is a crucial step in the proof of the stability theorem in section 4.
In this section, all persistence modules are indexed by R unless explicitly stated otherwise.
3.1. Shifted homomorphisms. The first step is to consider homomorphisms which shift
the value of the persistent index. Let U,V be persistence modules over R, and let δ be any
real number. A homomorphism of degree δ is a collection Φ of linear maps
φt : Ut Ñ Vt`δ
for all t P R, such that the diagram
Us Ut
Vs`δ Vt`δ
//
uts

φs

φt
//
vt`δs`δ
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commutes whenever s ď t.
We write
HomδpU,Vq “ thomomorphisms UÑ V of degree δu,
EndδpVq “ thomomorphisms VÑ V of degree δu.
Composition gives a map
Homδ2pV,Wq ˆ Homδ1pU,Vq Ñ Homδ1`δ2pU,Wq.
For δ ě 0, the most important degree-δ endomorphism is the shift map
1δV P EndδpVq,
which is the collection of maps pvt`δt q from the persistence structure on V. If Φ is a homo-
morphism UÑ V of any degree, then by definition
Φ1δU “ 1δVΦ
for all δ ě 0.
3.2. Interleaving. Let δ ě 0. Two persistence modules U,V are said to be δ-interleaved
if there are maps
Φ P HomδpU,Vq, Ψ P HomδpV,Uq
such that
ΨΦ “ 12δU , ΦΨ “ 12δV .
More expansively (with many more indices), this means that there are maps
φt : Ut Ñ Vt`δ and ψt : Vt Ñ Ut`δ
defined for all t, such that the following diagrams
(3.1)
Us Ut
Vs`δ Vt`δ
//
uts

φs

φt
//
vt`δs`δ
Us´δ Us`δ
Vs
//
us`δs´δ
φs´δ
??
ψs
Vs Vt
Us`δ Ut`δ
//
vts

ψs

ψt
//
ut`δs`δ
Vs´δ Vs`δ
Us
//
vs`δs´δ
ψs´δ
??
φs
commute for all eligible parameter values; that is, for all s ă t. Where possible, we will be
concise rather than expansive.
Here is the classic example of a pair of interleaved persistence modules.
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Example 3.2. Let X be a topological space and let f, g : X Ñ R. Suppose }f ´ g}8 ă δ.
Then the persistence modules HpXfsubq, HpXgsubq are δ-interleaved. Indeed, there are inclusions
pX, fqt Ď pX, gqt`δ
pX, gqt Ď pX, fqt`δ
for all t, which induce maps
Φ : HpXfsubq Ñ HpXgsubq
Ψ : HpXgsubq Ñ HpXfsubq
of degree δ. Since all the maps are induced functorially from inclusion maps, the interleaving
relations are automatically satisfied.
This is the situation for which the stability theorem of Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner and
Harer [10] was originally stated: if two functions f, g are close then the diagrams for their
sublevelset persistent homology are close. Subsequently, stability was formulated as a theo-
rem about the diagrams of interleaved persistence modules [6, 7]. In the present paper, we
come to view stability as a theorem about r-measures.
3.3. Interleaving (continued). An interleaving between two persistence modules can itself
be thought of as a persistence module over a certain partially ordered set (poset). We develop
this idea now.
Consider the standard partial order on the plane:
pp1, q1q ď pp2, q2q ô p1 ď p2 and q1 ď q2.
For any real number x, define the shifted diagonal
∆x “ tpp, qq | q ´ p “ 2xu Ă R2.
As a poset, this is isomorphic to the real line. Specifically, we identify t P R with the point
pt ´ x, t ` xq P ∆x. Through this, we get a canonical identification between persistence
modules over R and persistence modules over ∆x.
Proposition 3.3. Let x, y be real numbers. Persistence modules U,V are |y´x|-interleaved
if and only if there is a persistence module W over ∆x Y ∆y such that W|∆x “ U and
W|∆y “ V.
Proof. We may assume x ă y.
We claim that (i) the extra information carried by py´xq-interleaving maps Φ,Ψ is equivalent
to (ii) the extra information carried by W. Let us describe both, more carefully:
(i) In addition to U,V we have a system of maps Φ “ pφtq, where
φt : Ut Ñ Vt`y´x,
and a system of maps Ψ “ pψtq, where
ψt : Vt Ñ Ut`y´x.
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Φx
∆ y
∆
Ψ
x
∆ y
∆
Figure 8. The maps Φ,Ψ recovered from the module W over ∆x Y∆y.
These are constrained by the relations (for all η ě 0).
(;) Φ1ηU “ 1ηVΦ, Ψ1ηV “ 1ηUΨ, ΨΦ “ 12y´2xU , ΦΨ “ 12y´2xV .
There are no other constraints.
(ii) In addition to U,V the persistence moduleW carries maps between the two components
∆x,∆y. These maps are constrained by the composition law
wTR “ wTS ˝ wSR
for all R, S, T P ∆x Y∆y with R ď S ď T .
First, observe that we recover the maps φt, ψt as vertical maps from ∆x to ∆y, and horizontal
maps from ∆y to ∆x, respectively (see Figure 8):
Ut “ Wt´x,t`x Ñ Wt´x,t`2y´x “ Vt`y´x
Vt “ Wt´y,t`y Ñ Wt`y´2x,t`y “ Ut`y´x
Next, observe that the composition law implies all of the relations (;).
Finally, there is no additional information in W, beyond the interleaving maps and relations.
Indeed, all remaining maps wTS , where S ď T , can all be factored in the form:
wTS “ vts`y´x ˝ φs if S P ∆x and T P ∆y,
wTS “ uts`y´x ˝ ψs if S P ∆y and T P ∆x.
Thus each map in W is an instance of one of
1ηU from ∆x to ∆x,
1ηV from ∆y to ∆y,
1ηVΦ from ∆x to ∆y,
1ηUΨ from ∆y to ∆x.
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It is a simple matter to verify that the composition law is satisfied for each composable pair
of maps. For instance
p1ηVΦqp1ζUΨq “ 1ηVΦ1ζUΨ “ 1ηV1ζVΦΨ “ 1η`ζV 12y´2xV “ 1η`ζ`2y´2xV .
This can be done using only the known relations, so there are no further constraints on
the wTS . 
Remark. This characterisation makes it clear (or, depends on the fact) that all composable
combinations of the maps u, v, φ, ψ from a given domain to a given codomain must be equal:
indeed, they must agree with the appropriate map wTS of W.
3.4. The interpolation lemma. In this section we give a proof of the following theorem,
which first appeared in [6]. The result strikes us as somewhat surprising.
Lemma 3.4 (Interpolation lemma). Suppose U, V are a δ-interleaved pair of persistence
modules. Then there exists a 1-parameter family of persistence modules pUx | x P r0, δsq such
that U0,Uδ are equal to U,V respectively, and Ux,Uy are |y´x|-interleaved for all x, y P r0, δs.
We can make a sharper statement about what is proved. Given a specific pair of interleaving
maps
Φ P HomδpU,Vq
Ψ P HomδpV,Uq
the construction explicitly provides, for each x ă y, a pair of interleaving maps
Φyx P Homy´xpUx,Uyq
Ψxy P Homy´xpUy,Uxq
such that Φδ0,Ψ
0
δ are equal to Φ,Ψ respectively, and moreover
Φzx “ ΦzyΦyx
Ψxz “ ΨxyΨyz
for all x ă y ă z.
In view of Proposition 3.3, this sharp form of the interpolation lemma can be restated as
follows. (We have also replaced the interval r0, δs with the more general rx0, x1s.)
Theorem 3.5. Any persistence module W over ∆0Y∆δ extends to a persistence module W
over the diagonal strip
∆r0,δs “ tpp, qq | 0 ď q ´ p ď 2δu Ă R2.
Remark. The extension is by no means unique.
Let us clarify how Theorem 3.5 implies Lemma 3.4. If U, V are δ-interleaved, then there
exists a persistence module W over ∆0 Y ∆δ such that W|∆0 “ U and W|∆δ “ V. By
Theorem 3.5, this extends to W over the strip ∆r0,δs. If we define a 1-parameter family
Ux “W|∆x , then Ux,Uy are |x´ y|-interleaved for all x, y P r0, δs.
The equivalence between Theorem 3.5 and the sharp form of Lemma 3.4 is left to the reader.
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. In order to express the proof more symmetrically, it is convenient
to replace the interval r0, δs by the interval r´1, 1s. This can be done by a rescaling and
translation of the plane. Accordingly, suppose we are given a persistence module W over
∆´1 Y∆1.
Our strategy is to construct two persistence modules over the strip ∆r´1,1s and a module
map between them. The image of this map is also a persistence module over the strip, and
will be the required extension.
By Proposition 3.3, W provides U “W|∆´1 and V “W|∆1 , which we can view as persistence
modules over R,
Ut “ Wpt`1,t´1q,
Vt “ Wpt´1,t`1q,
as well as interleaving maps Φ P Hom2pU,Vq and Ψ P Hom2pV,Uq of degree 2.
From U,V we construct four persistence modules over R2:
A “ Urp´ 1s defined by App,qq “ Up´1 and apr,sqpp,qq “ ur´1p´1
B “ Vrq ´ 1s defined by Bpp,qq “ Vq´1 and bpr,sqpp,qq “ vs´1q´1
C “ Urq ` 1s defined by Cpp,qq “ Uq`1 and cpr,sqpp,qq “ us`1q`1
D “ Vrp` 1s defined by Dpp,qq “ Vp`1 and dpr,sqpp,qq “ vr`1p`1
Next, we construct four module maps.
1U : AÑ C defined at pp, qq to be uq`1p´1 : Up´1 Ñ Uq`1
Φ : AÑ D defined at pp, qq to be φp´1 : Up´1 Ñ Vp`1
Ψ : BÑ C defined at pp, qq to be ψq´1 : Vq´1 Ñ Uq`1
1V : BÑ D defined at pp, qq to be vp`1q´1 : Vq´1 Ñ Vp`1
The maps Φ,Ψ are defined over the whole plane, whereas the map 1U is defined only where
p ´ 1 ď q ` 1, and the map 1V is defined only where q ´ 1 ď p ` 1. It follows that all four
maps are defined in the region where
´2 ď q ´ p ď 2,
which is precisely the strip ∆r´1,1s. Henceforth, we restrict to that strip.
It is easy to confirm that these are module maps. The required commutation relations involve
composable combinations of the maps u, v, φ, ψ, which always agree by the remark following
Proposition 3.3.
Define Ω P HompA‘ B,C‘ Dq by the 2-by-2 matrix„
1U Ψ
Φ 1V

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of module maps. Our claim is that W “ impΩq is the required extension. We may equiva-
lently say that W “ coimpΩq is the required extension. (The difference is whether we think
of W as a submodule of C‘ D or as quotient of A‘ B.)
Step 1: W|∆´1 is isomorphic to U.
Proof. On ∆´1 “ tpt` 1, t´ 1qu, we have
pA‘ Bqt “ Ut ‘ Vt´2,
pC‘ Dqt “ Ut ‘ Vt`2,
and the homomorphism Ω|∆´1 is given by
ωt “
„
utt ψt´2
φt v
t`2
t´2

.
The key point is that this factorises (in a block-matrix sense it ‘has rank 1’). The factorisation
can be written in matrix form
ωt “
„
utt
φt
 “
utt ψt´2
‰
or as a diagram of R-module maps
U‘ Vrt´ 2s U U‘ Vrt` 2s//Ω1 //Ω2
where
Ω1pu‘ vq “ u`Ψpvq and Ω2puq “ u‘ Φpuq.
Since Ω1 is surjective and Ω2 is injective (at all indices t), it follows that
coimpΩq – U – impΩq
where the isomorphisms are given by Ω1,Ω2 respectively. 
Step 2. W|∆1 is isomorphic to V.
Proof. On ∆1 “ tpt´ 1, t` 1qu, we have
pA‘ Bqt “ Ut´2 ‘ Vt,
pC‘ Dqt “ Ut`2 ‘ Vt,
and
ωt “
„
ut`2t´2 ψt
φt´2 vtt

.
Again Ω factorises. The factorisation can be written in matrix form
ωt “
„
ψt
vtt
 “
φt´2 vtt
‰
or as a diagram of R-module maps
Urt´ 2s ‘ V V Urt` 2s ‘ V//Ω3 //Ω4
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where
Ω3pu‘ vq “ Φpuq ` v and Ω4pvq “ Ψpvq ‘ v.
Since Ω3 is surjective and Ω4 is injective, we have
coimpΩq – V – impΩq
where the isomorphisms are given by Ω3,Ω4 respectively. 
Step 3. Under the isomorphisms above, the cross maps of W are precisely Φ and Ψ.
Proof. The cross maps for W are induced by the cross maps for A‘B and also by the cross
maps for C‘ D. (The result must be the same, because Ω is a module homomorphism.)
The following diagram shows the vertical maps for A ‘ B (on the left) and C ‘ D (on the
right), as well as the factorisations of Steps 1 and 2.
U‘ Vrt´ 2s U U‘ Vrt` 2s
U‘ Vrt` 2s Vrt` 2s Urt` 4s ‘ Vrt` 2s
//
Ω1

1U‘ 14V
//
Ω2

Φ

14U‘ 1V
//
Ω3
//
Ω4
The diagram, with Φ in the middle, is easy verified to commute using the explicit forms of
the maps Ωi. It follows that Φ is the induced vertical cross map for W.
A similar argument using the diagram
Urt´ 2s ‘ V V Urt` 2s ‘ V
Urt` 2s ‘ V Urt` 2s Urt` 2s ‘ Vrt` 4s
//
Ω3

14U‘ 1V
//
Ω4

Ψ

1U‘ 14V
//
Ω1
//
Ω2
shows that Ψ is the induced horizontal cross map. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
We note that Step 3 isn’t necessary to deduce the interpolation lemma (3.4), because it is
sufficient to demonstrate that U,V belong to some 1-parameter family of persistence modules.
It is important for the interpolation lemma that the |x´ y|-interleavings exist between each
pair Ux,Uy, but it doesn’t matter exactly what they are or how they relate to each other.
We can interpret the stronger Theorem 3.5 as a functor extension theorem. If we regard the
posets ∆x0 Y∆x1 and ∆rx0,x1s as categories, then persistence modules over these posets are
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the same as functors to the category of vector spaces. (See the remark near the beginning
of section 1.1.) The theorem asserts the existence of an extension W
∆rx0,x1s
∆x0 Y∆x1 Vect
$$
W
OO
//
W
for any functor W.
3.5. The interpolation lemma (continued). In this optional section, we study the inter-
polation process in greater depth. Given two persistence modules U,V and a δ-interleaving
between them, there are at least three natural ways to construct an interpolating family. We
describe the three methods and find some relationships between them.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we may suppose that δ “ 2 and that U,V and their
interleaving are represented as a module over ∆´1Y∆1 in the plane. To extend this module
over the strip
∆r´1,1s “
 pp, qq P R2 | ´2 ď p´ q ď 2(
we consider the sequence
(§)
Urq ´ 3s
‘
Vrp´ 3s
Urp´ 1s
‘
Vrq ´ 1s
Urq ` 1s
‘
Vrp` 1s
Urp` 3s
‘
Vrq ` 3s
//
Ω1
//
Ω
//
Ω2
defined over ∆r´1,1s with maps
Ω1 “
„
1U ´Ψ
´Φ 1V

, Ω “
„
1U Ψ
Φ 1V

, Ω2 “
„
1U ´Ψ
´Φ 1V

taken with the appropriate shift values for 1U and 1V.
Notice that Ω, Ω1 and Ω2 are essentially the same map. Certainly Ω1,Ω2 are formally identical,
up to a translation τ of the strip. In fact, each of the modules in the sequence is related to
the next by an isomorphism σ which changes the sign of the V-term and transforms indices
by pp, qq ÞÑ pq ` 2, p` 2q. We have τ “ σ2, and conjugacies Ω “ σΩ1σ´1 and Ω2 “ σΩσ´1.
Proposition 3.6. Each of the three modules
cokerpΩ1q, coimpΩq “ impΩq, kerpΩ2q
over ∆r´1,1s defines an interpolating family between U,V.
Proof. We already know this for coimpΩq “ impΩq from the proof of Theorem 3.5. Now we
outline the proof that cokerpΩ1q and kerpΩ2q restrict on ∆´1 to modules isomorphic to U.
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The diagonal ∆´1 is defined by pp, qq “ pt` 1, t´ 1q and so the sequence (§) restricts to:
Urt´ 4s
‘
Vrt´ 2s
U
‘
Vrt´ 2s
U
‘
Vrt` 2s
Urt` 4s
‘
Vrt` 2s
//
Ω1
//
Ω
//
Ω2
We have a factorisation
Ω1 or Ω2 “
„
14U ´Ψ´Φ 1V

“
„ ´Ψ
1V
 “ ´Φ 1V ‰ “ Ω11Ω12 or Ω21Ω22
which reveals that impΩ1q “ impΩ11q is a complementary submodule to U‘ 0 in U‘Vrt´ 2s,
and that kerpΩ2q “ kerpΩ22q is a complementary submodule to 0‘ Vrt` 2s in U‘ Vrt` 2s.
It follows that cokerpΩ1q and kerpΩ2q are each isomorphic to U.
By a symmetric argument, the restriction of each module to ∆1 is isomorphic to V. This
completes the proof that cokerpΩ1q and kerpΩ2q interpolate between U and V. 
Which of the three constructions should we prefer? Notice that ΩΩ1 “ 0 and Ω2Ω “ 0,
meaning that (§) is a chain complex. It follows that there is a natural projection and a
natural inclusion
cokerpΩ1q coimpΩq “ impΩq ãÑ kerpΩ2q
by which we see that coimpΩq “ impΩq is structurally the simplest of the three.
The surplus information in the other two interpolations may be measured as the kernel of
the projection and the cokernel of the inclusion. These are precisely the homology at the
second and third terms of (§). It follows from the conjugacies described above that the two
homology modules are isomorphic upon translating the strip by 2 and interchanging p and q
(i.e. reversing the interpolation parameter).
We finish this section by using the ‘vineyard’ technique of [12] to visualise the 1-parameter
family of persistence modules produced by each of the three constructions. We obtained
the vineyards by sketching the supports of the eight module summands in (§) and using the
sketches to partition the interpolation parameter range r´1, 1s into suitable intervals for case
splitting. It is perhaps easier done than described, so we invite the reader to conduct their
own calculations and confirm that our vineyards are correct. As further corroboration, one
verifies that the homology modules are isomorphic in the sense described above.
In Figure 9, we consider the canonical 2-interleaving between interval modules Ir0,4q and
Ir1,6q. The thick black lines show how the points of the persistence diagram travel in the
plane as we proceed along the interpolating family, for each of the three constructions. Each
point travels with speed 1 and traverses a path of length 2 (in the d8-metric). The cokernel
interpolation has an extra ‘ghost’ summand which emerges from the diagonal at p3, 3q at the
beginning of the interpolation, and is reabsorbed by the diagonal at p2, 2q at the end.
Figure 10 shows how the interpolation changes when we use a different interleaving param-
eter. For instance, the modules Ir0,4q and Ir1,6q are also 3-interleaved, since 3 ě 2. From
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Figure 9. Vineyards: cokernel (left), image (middle), and kernel (right) in-
terpolations for the 2-interleaving between Ir0,4q and Ir1,6q.
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Figure 10. Vineyards: cokernel (left), image (middle), and kernel (right)
interpolations for the 3-interleaving between Ir0,4q and Ir1,6q.
the canonical 3-interleaving we obtain the vineyards shown in the figure. Now each point-
trajectory has length 3. This time, both the cokernel and kernel interpolations produce
‘ghosts’ at the diagonal.
4. The Isometry Theorem
In this section we discuss the metric relationship between persistence modules and their
persistence diagrams. As in section 3, all persistence modules are indexed by R unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
The principal result is the famous stability theorem of Cohen–Steiner, Edelsbrunner and
Harer [10], in the generality established by [7]. The main difference is that we emphasise
persistence measures, deriving the standard theorem from a more general statement about
measures. The structure of the proof remains the same as in [10].
The secondary result is the converse inequality, which together with the stability theorem im-
plies that the space of q-tame persistence modules is isometric with the space of locally finite
persistence diagrams. This isometry theorem appeared originally in the work of Lesnick [20]
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for modules which satisfy dimpVtq ă 8 for all t, and independently in the work of Bubenik
and Scott [3] for modules of finite type.
4.1. The interleaving distance. In this section we define the interleaving distance between
persistence modules. This was introduced in [7].
The first observation is that if U and V are δ-interleaved, then they are pδ ` q-interleaved
for every  ą 0. Indeed, the maps
Φ1 “ Φ1U “ 1VΦ
Ψ1 “ Ψ1V “ 1UΨ
provide the required interleaving.
The challenge, then, if two persistence modules are interleaved, is to make the interleaving
parameter as small as possible. The minimum is not necessarily attained, so we introduce
some additional terminology.
We say that two persistence modules U,V are δ`-interleaved if they are pδ` q-interleaved
for all  ą 0. As we shall see, this does not imply that U,V are δ-interleaved.
Example 4.1. Two persistence modules are 0-interleaved if and only if they are isomorphic.
Example 4.2. A persistence module V is ephemeral if vts “ 0 for all s ă t. The spaces Vt
can be completely arbitrary. Let U and V be two non-isomorphic ephemeral modules. Then
U,V are 0`-interleaved but not 0-interleaved. Indeed, 12U “ 0 and 12V “ 0 for all  ą 0, so
the zero maps
Φ “ 0 P HompU,Vq
Ψ “ 0 P HompV,Uq
constitute an -interleaving.
The interleaving distance between two persistence modules is defined as follows:
dipU,Vq “ inftδ | U,V are δ-interleavedu
“ mintδ | U,V are δ`-interleavedu
If there is no δ-interleaving between U,V for any value of δ, then dipU,Vq “ 8.
Proposition 4.3. The interleaving distance satisfies the triangle inequality:
dipU,Wq ď dipU,Vq ` dipV,Wq
for any three persistence modules U,V,W.
Proof. Given a δ1-interleaving between U,V and a δ2-interleaving between V,W one can
construct a δ “ pδ1 ` δ2q-interleaving between U,W by composing the interleaving maps:
U Φ1ÝÑV Φ2ÝÑW
U Ψ1ÐÝV Ψ2ÐÝW
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One easily verifies that Φ “ Φ2Φ1 and Ψ “ Ψ1Ψ2 are interleaving maps. Explicitly:
ΨΦ “ Ψ1Ψ2Φ2Φ1 “ Ψ112δ2V Φ1 “ Ψ1Φ112δ2U “ 12δ1U 12δ2U “ 12δU
ΦΨ “ Φ2Φ1Ψ1Ψ2 “ Φ212δ1V Ψ2 “ Φ2Ψ212δ1W “ 12δ2W 12δ2W “ 12δW
Now take the infimum over δ1, δ2. 
The proposition tells us that di is a pseudometric. It is not a true metric because dipU,Vq “ 0
does not imply U – V, as we saw above. In fact, two q-tame persistence modules have
interleaving distance 0 if and only if their undecorated persistence diagrams are the same.
This is a consequence of the isometry theorem.
Here is the simplest instance. The direct proof is left to the reader (or see Proposition 4.6).
Example 4.4. The four interval modules
Irp, qs, Irp, qq, Ipp, qs, Ipp, qq
are 0`-interleaved but not isomorphic.
The following property of interleaving distance will be useful later.
Proposition 4.5. Let U1,U2,V1,V2 be persistence modules. Then
dipU1 ‘ U2,V1 ‘ V2q ď max pdipU1,V1q, dipU2,V2qq
More generally, let pU` | ` P Lq and pV` | ` P Lq be families of persistence modules indexed by
the same set L, and let
U “à
`PL
U`, V “
à
`PL
V`.
Then
dipU,Vq ď sup pdipU`,V`q | ` P Lq .
Proof. Given δ-interleavings Φ`,Ψ` for each pair U`,V`, the direct sum maps Φ “ ÀΦ`,
Ψ “ÀΨ` constitute a δ-interleaving of U,V. Thus any upper bound on the dipU`,V`q is an
upper bound for dipU,Vq. In particular, this is true for the least upper bound, or sup. 
4.2. The bottleneck distance. Now we define the metric on the other side of the isometry
theorem, namely the bottleneck distance between undecorated persistence diagrams. For a q-
tame persistence module V, every rectangle not touching the diagonal has finite µV-measure.
This implies that the undecorated diagram
dgmpVq “ dgmpµVq
is a multiset in the extended open half-plane
H˝ “ tpp, qq | ´8 ď p ă q ď `8u.
In order to define the bottleneck distance, we need to specify the distance between any pair
of points in H˝, as well as the distance between any point and the diagonal (the boundary
of the half-plane). These distance functions are not arbitrary; they are defined as they are
because of the interleaving properties of interval modules.
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(point to point): The first idea is that two undecorated diagrams are close if there is a
bijection between them which doesn’t move any point too far. We use the `8-metric in the
plane:
d8ppp, qq, pr, sqq “ max p|p´ r|, |q ´ s|q
Points at infinity are compared in the expected way:
d8pp´8, qq, p´8, sqq “ |q ´ s|,
d8ppp,`8q, pr,`8qq “ |p´ r|,
and
d8pp´8,`8q, p´8,`8qq “ 0.
Distances between points in different strata (e.g. between pp, qq and p´8, sq) are infinite.
The next result gives a relationship between the `8-metric and the interleaving of interval
modules.
Proposition 4.6. Let pp˚, q˚q and pr˚, s˚q be intervals (possibly infinite), and let
U “ Ipp˚, q˚q and V “ Ipr˚, s˚q
be the corresponding interval modules. Then
dipU,Vq ď d8ppp, qq, pr, sqq.
The proof is postponed to the end of the section. We remark that equality holds provided
that the intervals overlap sufficiently (the closure of each interval must meet the midpoint
of the other), so the proposition is tight in that sense.
(point to diagonal): The next idea is that points which are close to the diagonal are
allowed to be swallowed up by the diagonal. Again we use the `8-metric:
d8ppp, qq,∆q “ 1
2
pq ´ pq
Again this is related to the behaviour of interval modules.
Proposition 4.7. Let pp˚, q˚q be an interval, let
U “ Ipp˚, q˚q,
be the corresponding interval module, and let 0 denote the zero persistence module. Then
dipU, 0q “ 12pq ´ pq.
(This is infinite if the interval is infinite.)
Proof. Let δ ě 0. When is there a δ-interleaving? The interleaving maps must be zero
(no other maps exist to or from the module 0), so the only condition that needs checking
is ΨΦ “ 12δU , which is really 0 “ 12δU . This holds when δ ą 12pq ´ pq and fails when
δ ă 1
2
pq ´ pq. 
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We now use these two concepts to define the bottleneck distance between two multisets A,B
in the extended half-plane.
It is easier to work with sets rather than multisets. One way to do this is to attach labels
to distinguish multiple instances of each repeated point. For instance, α with multiplicity k
becomes α1, . . . , αk. Henceforth we will do this implicitly, without comment.
A partial matching between A and B is a collection of pairs
M Ă Aˆ B
such that:
‚ for every α P A there is at most one β P B such that pα, βq P M;
‚ for every β P B there is at most one α P A such that pα, βq P M.
We say that a partial matching M is a δ-matching if all of the following are true:
‚ if pα, βq P M then d8pα, βq ď δ;
‚ if α P A is unmatched then d8pα,∆q ď δ;
‚ if β P B is unmatched then d8pβ,∆q ď δ.
The bottleneck distance between two multisets A,B in the extended half-plane is
dbpA,Bq “ inf pδ | there exists a δ-matching between A and Bq .
In section 4.3, we will show that ‘inf’ can be replaced by ‘min’ if A,B are locally finite.
Remark. In order for dbpA,Bq ă 8, it is necessary that the cardinalities of A,B agree over
each of the three strata at infinity:
cardpA|t´8uˆRq “ cardpB|t´8uˆRq
cardpA|Rˆt`8uq “ cardpB|Rˆt`8uq
cardpA|t´8uˆt`8uq “ cardpB|t´8uˆt`8uq
Indeed, these points have infinite distance from the diagonal and from points in the other
strata, and therefore they must be bijectively matched within each stratum.
Proposition 4.8. The bottleneck distance satisfies the triangle inequality:
dbpA,Cq ď dbpA,Bq ` dbpB,Cq
for any three multisets A,B,C.
Proof. Suppose M1 is a δ1-matching between A,B, and M2 is a δ2-matching between B,C.
Let δ “ δ1 ` δ2. We must show that there is a δ-matching between A,C.
Define the composition of M1,M2 to be
M “ ppα, γq | there exists β P B such that pα, βq P M1 and pβ, γq P M2q .
We verify that M is the required δ-matching:
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2CA B
gives
A C
or
A C
Figure 11. The partial matchings between A,B and B,C (left) compose to
give a partial matching between A,C in two different ways (middle, right). The
non-uniqueness arises from the point of multiplicity 2 in B.
‚ If pα, γq P M then
d8pα, γq ď d8pα, βq ` d8pβ, γq ď δ1 ` δ2 “ δ
where β P B is the point linking α to γ.
‚ If α is unmatched in M then there are two possibilities. Either α is unmatched in M1,
in which case
d8pα,∆q ď δ1 ď δ.
Or α is matched in M1, let’s say pα, βq P M1. Then β must be unmatched in M2, so
d8pα,∆q ď d8pα, βq ` d8pβ,∆q ď δ1 ` δ2 “ δ.
‚ If γ is unmatched in M, then a similar argument shows that
d8pγ,∆q ď δ.
This completes the proof. 
Remark. Because A,B,C are in truth multisets rather than sets, the composition operation
between matchings is not uniquely defined, but depends on how the matchings are realised
when labels are added. Figure 11 illustrates what can happen when B has points of mul-
tiplicity greater than 1. Since we are concerned only with the existence of the composite
matching, this ambiguity does not trouble us.
Here is the first substantial-looking result comparing the interleaving and bottleneck dis-
tances.
Theorem 4.9. Let U,V be decomposable persistence modules (i.e. direct sums of interval
modules). Then
dipU,Vq ď dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq.
(We remind the reader that tameness is not required to define Dgm and dgm in this case:
see section 1.6.)
Proof. We show that whenever there exists a δ-matching between dgmpUq and dgmpVq, we
have dipU,Vq ď δ. The result follows by taking the infimum over all such δ.
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Let M be a δ-matching between the two diagrams. Since the points in each diagram corre-
spond to the interval summands of the module, we can construct from M a partial matching
between the interval summands of U and V.
Re-write U and V in the form
U “à
`PL
U`, V “
à
`PL
V`
so that each pair pU`,V`q is one of the following:
‚ a pair of matched intervals;
‚ U` is an unmatched interval, V` “ 0;
‚ V` is an unmatched interval, U` “ 0.
In each case, by Propositions 4.6 and 4.7, we have dipU`,V`q ď δ. It follows from Proposi-
tion 4.5 that dipU,Vq ď δ. 
We complete this section with the postponed proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We treat the case where p, q, r, s are all finite. We must show that
if
δ ą max p|p´ r|, |q ´ s|q
then U,V are δ-interleaved. We define systems of linear maps
Φ “ pφt : Ut Ñ Vt`δq
Ψ “ pψt : Vt Ñ Ut`δq
and then show that the interleaving relations
Φ1ηU “ 1ηVΦ, Ψ1ηV “ 1ηUΨ, ΨΦ “ 12δU , ΦΨ “ 12δV
hold.
The definition of the maps φt, ψt is straightforward. Each vector space in U,V is equal to
zero or to the field k. If the domain and codomain equal k, then the map is defined to be
the identity 1 “ 1k. Otherwise, the map is necessarily 0.
The first step is to show that the systems of maps Φ “ pφtq, Ψ “ pψtq are module homomor-
phisms. For Φ this entails verifying that the diagram
Ut Ut`η
Vt`δ Vt`η`δ
//
$$ $$
//
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commutes for all t and for all η ą 0. Because of the special form of the vector spaces and
maps, it is enough to show that the situation is not one of the following:
‚ ‚
˝ ‚
//
 
//
or
‚ ˝
‚ ‚
//
 
//
Here a filled circle ‚ indicates that the vector space is k, and an open circle ˝ denotes that
it is zero. For the first situation to occur, one must have
p˚ ă t and t` δ ă r˚
but δ ą r ´ p so this is impossible. For the second situation to occur, one must have
q˚ ă t` η and t` η ` δ ă s˚
but δ ą s ´ q so this too is impossible. It follows that Φ is a module homomorphism. By
symmetry, so is Ψ.
The second step is to show that ΨΦ “ 12δU and ΦΨ “ 12δV . For the first of these, we must
verify that the diagram
Ut Ut`2δ
Vt`δ
//

??
commutes for all t. This time the only forbidden configuration is:
‚ ‚
˝
//

??
If this occurs then the top row implies:
p˚ ă t and t` 2δ ă q˚
Since δ ą r ´ p and δ ą q ´ s we infer that
r˚ ă pp` δq˚ ă t` δ ă pq ´ δq˚ ă s˚
which implies that the circle on the bottom row is filled after all. It follows that ΨΦ “ 12δU .
By symmetry, ΦΨ “ 12δV .
This completes the proof when p, q, r, s are finite. The infinite cases are similar. 
Remark. In the proof we have used and manipulated inequalities between decorated and
undecorated real numbers. The definitions are the natural ones:
p´ ă p ă p` ă q´ ă q ă q`
whenever p ă q are undecorated real numbers. The proof can be written without this; for
instance, the inequality p˚ ă t can be replaced by the marginally weaker assertion p ď t,
and so on.
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4.3. The bottleneck distance (continued). If A,B are locally finite, it turns out that
the ‘inf’ is attained in the definition
dbpA,Bq “ inf pδ | there exists a δ-matching between A and Bq ,
and can be replaced by ‘min’. This will allow us to make a tighter statement of the stability
theorem (4.112) for q-tame modules. See Theorem 4.20.
Theorem 4.10. Let A,B be locally finite multisets in the extended open half-plane H˝.
Suppose for every η ą δ there exists an η-matching between A,B. Then there exists a δ-
matching between A,B.
The assertion is obvious if A,B are finite. The general case is proved using a compactness
argument, as follows.
Proof. As usual we treat A,B as sets rather than multisets.
For every integer n ě 1, let Mn be a pδ` 1nq-matching between A,B. The plan is to construct
a δ-matching M from the sequence pMnq. In practice, we work with the indicator functions
χ : Aˆ BÑ t0, 1u
χn : Aˆ BÑ t0, 1u
of the partial matchings M,Mn.
The first step is to construct χ as a limit of the sequence pχnq. Take a fixed enumeration
ppα`, β`q | ` ě 1q
of the countable set Aˆ B. We will inductively construct a descending sequence
N “ N0 Ě N1 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě N` Ě . . .
of infinite subsets of the natural numbers, with the property that χnpα`, β`q takes the same
value for all n P N`. Having done so, we define χpα`, β`q to be this common value.
The construction of N` is straightforward: once N`´1 is defined, at least one of the two sets
tn P N`´1 | χnpα`, β`q “ 0u and tn P N`´1 | χnpα`, β`q “ 1u
has infinite cardinality, and that will be our N`. (If both, then either will do.) Repeat.
Lemma. If F is any finite subset of Aˆ B, then there exists ` ě 1 such that
χpα, βq “ χnpα, βq
for all pα, βq P F and for all n P N`.
Proof. Indeed, select ` such that pα1, β1q, . . . , pα`, β`q include all of F. 
The second step is to verify that χ is the indicator function of a δ-matching. There are
several items to check.
‚ For α P A there is at most one β P B such that χpα, βq “ 1.
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Proof. Suppose χpα, βq “ χpα, β1q “ 1 for distinct elements β, β1 P B. By the
lemma, there exists n such that χnpα, βq “ χnpα, β1q “ 1, which contradicts
the fact that Mn is a partial matching. 
‚ For α P A with d8pα,∆q ą δ, there is at least one β P B such that χpα, βq “ 1.
Proof. Select N such that d8pα,∆q ą δ ` 1
N
. Then the set
Fα “
 
β P B | d8pα, βq ď δ ` 1
N
(
is finite, since B is locally finite and these points lie in a square bounded away
from the diagonal. By the lemma, there exists ` such that
χpα, βq “ χnpα, βq
for all β P Fα and for all n P N`. On the other hand, if n ě N , then Mn
matches α with some β P Fα. Combining these observations,
χpα, βq “ χnpα, βq “ 1
for sufficiently large n P N` and for some β P Fα. 
By symmetry we have:
‚ For β P B there is at most one α P A such that χpα, βq “ 1.
‚ For β P B with d8pβ,∆q ą δ, there is at least one α P A such that χpα, βq “ 1.
Finally:
‚ If χpα, βq “ 1 then d8pα, βq ď δ.
Proof. By the lemma, there are infinitely many n for which χnpα, βq “ 1.
Then
d8pα, βq ď δ ` 1
n
for these n. Since n may be arbitrarily large, the result follows. 
These five bullet points confirm that M, defined by its indicator function χ, is a δ-matching
between A,B. 
Remark. Although we have chosen to give a direct argument, we point out that Theorem 4.10
is an instance of the compactness theorem in first-order logic. The set of constraints that
must be satisfied by an η-matching can be formulated as a theory Tη on a collection of
binary-valued variables xαβ. An η-matching is precisely a model for that theory. The theory
Tδ is seen to be logically equivalent to the union of the theories pTη | η ą δq. If each Tη has
a model, then any finite subtheory of this union has a model, therefore by compactness Tδ
has a model. The details are left as an exercise for the interested reader.
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4.4. The isometry theorem. Having defined the interleaving distance and the bottleneck
distance, we can now state the main theorem.
Theorem 4.11. Let U,V be q-tame persistence modules. Then
dipU,Vq “ dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq
(Recall that dgm denotes the undecorated persistence diagram.)
The result naturally falls into two parts: the ‘stability theorem’ [10, 6]
(4.111) dipU,Vq ě dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq,
and the ‘converse stability theorem’ [20]
(4.112) dipU,Vq ď dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq.
The proof of the converse stability theorem (4.112) occupies section 4.5. We have already
seen the result for decomposable modules, in Theorem 4.9, so it is a matter of extending the
result to q-tame modules that are not known to be decomposable.
The proof of the stability theorem (4.111) is given in sections 4.6 and 4.7.
4.5. The converse stability theorem. In this section we deduce the converse stability
inequality (4.112) for q-tame modules from Theorem 4.9. A similar argument is given by
Lesnick [20].
The key idea is that persistence modules can be approximated by better-behaved persistence
modules, using a procedure we call ‘smoothing’.
Definition 4.12. Let V be a persistence module, and let  ą 0. The -smoothing of V is
the persistence module V defined to be the image of the following map:
12V : Vrt´ s Ñ Vrt` s
In other words, V t is the image of the map
vt`t´ : Vt´ Ñ Vt`,
and, for s ă t, the shift map pvqts is the restriction of vt`s`.
Thus we have a factorisation of 12V
(4.13) Vrt´ s V Vrt` s// //
where the first map is surjective and the second map is injective (at all t). At a given index
t this is the sequence:
Vt´ V t Vt`//
vt`t´
//
1
Proposition 4.14. Let V be a persistence module. Then dipV,Vq ď .
Proof. Indeed, the maps in (4.13) give an -interleaving. 
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Smoothing changes the persistence diagram in a predictable way. Here is the atomic example
(which the reader can easily verify):
Example 4.15. Let V “ Ipp˚, q˚q. Then:
V “
#
Ippp` q˚, pq ´ q˚q if pp` q˚ ă pq ´ q˚
0 otherwise
In other words, -smoothing shrinks the interval by  at both ends.
Proposition 4.16. The persistence diagram of V is obtained from the persistence diagram
of V by applying the translation T : pp, qq ÞÑ pp`, q´q to the part of the extended half-plane
that lies above the line ∆ “ tpt´ , t` q | t P Ru.
In the case where Dgm is not everywhere defined, the proposition is understood to include
the assertion that the finite r-interior of the persistence measure, and hence the region where
Dgm is defined, is shifted by T.
Information on DgmpVq that lies below the line ∆ is lost in DgmpVq.
Proof. We consider three different cases. Case (ii) is subsumed by case (iii), but the proof is
easier to digest.
(i) V is decomposable. The image of a direct sum of maps is the direct sum of the images
of the maps; therefore -smoothing commutes with direct sums:”à
`PL
V`
ı “à
`PL
V`
By Example 4.15, the proposition is true for interval modules. It is therefore true for direct
sums of interval modules.
(ii) V is q-tame. It is enough to show that the rank function of V is equal to the rank
function of V shifted by T, since this determines the persistence measure and hence the
persistence diagram. Specifically, for all b ă c we require:
rankrV b Ñ V c s “ rankrVb´ Ñ Vc`s
In fact, these maps are related by the sequence
Vb´ V b V

c Vc`// // //
where the first map is surjective and the third map is injective. Since the rank of a linear map
is unchanged by pre-composing with a surjective map, or post-composing with an injective
map, it follows that the rank of the middle map is equal to the rank of the composite. This
is what we wished to prove.
(iii) general case. We show that the persistence measure of V is equal to the persistence
measure of V shifted by T. Writing
A “ a´ , B “ b´ , C “ c` , D “ d` 
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this means showing that
x ˝A — ‚B — ‚C — ˝D | Vy “ x ˝a — ‚b — ‚c — ˝d | Vy
for all a ă b ď c ă d.
The proof is based on the following commutative diagram
V a V

b V

c V

d
VA VB VC VD
// // //
 
//
??
//
??
//
in which the maps Õ are surjective and the maps Œ are injective. We will construct various
quiver diagrams from this. Surjectivity means that
x ˝A —‚ay “ 0 and x ˝B — ‚b y “ 0,
and injectivity means that
x ‚c — ˝C y “ 0 and x ‚d — ˝D y “ 0.
Moreover, by the restriction principle, interval types containing any of these ‘forbidden’
configurations occur with multiplicity zero.
Then
x ˝A —–––— ‚b — ‚c —–––— ˝D y “ x ˝A — ‚B — ‚b — ‚c — ‚C — ˝D y
+ three other terms
“ x ˝A — ‚B — ‚b — ‚c — ‚C — ˝D y
“ x ˝A — ‚B —–––—–––— ‚C — ˝D y
“ x ˝A — ‚B — ‚C — ˝D | Vy
and at the same time
x ˝A —–––— ‚b — ‚c —–––— ˝D y “ x ˝A — ˝a — ‚b — ‚c — ˝d — ˝D y
+ three other terms
“ x ˝A — ˝a — ‚b — ‚c — ˝d — ˝D y
“ x–––— ˝a — ‚b — ‚c — ˝d —–––y
“ x ˝a — ‚b — ‚c — ˝d | Vy
so we get the required equality. The six ‘other terms’ are all zero because they contain
forbidden configurations. 
Corollary 4.17. Let V be a q-tame persistence module. Then dbpdgmpVq, dgmpVqq ď .
Proof. Indeed, an -matching is defined as follows:
pp, qq P dgmpVq Ø pp´ , q ` q P dgmpVq
This is bijective except for the unmatched points of dgmpVq, which lie on or below the line
∆, and therefore have distance at most  from the diagonal. 
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Our claim that smoothing makes a persistence module ‘better-behaved’ amounts to the
following fact.
Proposition 4.18. Let V be a q-tame persistence module over R. Then V is locally finite.
In particular, V is decomposable into intervals.
Proof. We make use of the characterisation in Proposition 2.21. Note first that
dimpV t q “ rankrVt´ Ñ Vt`s ă 8
so condition (i) is satisfied.
For condition (ii), we must show that there is a locally finite set S Ă R of ‘singular values’
with the property that V is constant over each interval of the open set R´ S.
The set S is easily described: consider all points pp˚, q˚q P DgmpVq such that p˚ ` 2 ă q˚.
Define S to be the union of the sets tp` , q ´ u over all such points of DgmpVq.
In other words, we take all points of DgmpVq which lie on5 or above the line
∆ “ tpt´ , t` q | t P Ru
and then project each point both vertically and horizontally onto ∆, abandoning the deco-
ration. The resulting subset of ∆ defines S Ă R, using the identification pt ´ , t ` q Ø t.
See Figure 12 (left).
We show that S is locally finite. Indeed, for any t and for any η ă ,
cardpS X pt´ η, t` ηqq ď 2µVpr´8, t` η ´ s ˆ rt´ η ` ,`8sq
“ 2 rankrVt`η´ Ñ Vt´η`s
which is finite.
We show that V is constant over each component of R´ S.
Claim. The map V b Ñ V c is an isomorphism if and only if DgmpVq does not meet the union
of the rectangles
r´8, b´ s ˆ rb` , c` s and rb´ , c´ s ˆ rc` ,`8s.
See Figure 12 (right).
We split the claim into two statements.
Part 1. The map V b Ñ V c is injective if and only if
µVpr´8, b´ s ˆ rb` , c` sq “ 0.
Part 2. The map V b Ñ V c is surjective if and only if
µVprb´ , c´ s ˆ rc` ,`8sq “ 0.
5 Points on the line must be decorated ppt´ q´, pt` q`q.
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Rb
c
Figure 12. Constructing the set S from the persistence diagram (left). The
exclusion zone for V b Ñ V c to be an isomorphism (right) .
We approach this in the usual way. Consider the following diagram of vector spaces:
V b V

c
Vb´ Vc´ Vb` Vc`
//
$$ $$
::
//
::
//
where the maps Õ are surjective and the maps Œ are injective. Using the abbreviations
b´ “ b´ , b` “ b` , c´ “ c´ , c` “ c` 
we can write down the ‘forbidden’ configurations
˝b´— ‚b ‚b —˝b` ˝c´— ‚c ‚c —˝c`
which occur with multiplicity zero.
For Part 1, note that V b Ñ V c is injective if and only if
x ‚b — ˝c | Vy “ 0.
Taking the forbidden configurations into account, we calculate:
x ‚b — ˝c | Vy “ x–––— ‚b — ˝c —–––y
“ x–––— ‚b — ˝c —˝c` y
“ x–––— ‚b —–––—˝c` y since x ‚c —˝c` y is zero
“ x‚b´— ‚b —‚b`—˝c` y since x˝b´— ‚b y and x ‚b —˝b` y are zero
“ x‚b´—–––—‚b`—˝c` y
which is exactly µVpr´8, b´ s ˆ rb` , c` sq.
For Part 2, note that V b Ñ V c is surjective if and only if
x ˝b — ‚c | Vy “ 0.
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We calculate:
x ˝b — ‚c | Vy “ x–––— ˝b — ‚c —–––y
“ x˝b´— ˝b — ‚c —–––y
“ x˝b´—–––— ‚c —–––y since x˝b´— ‚b y is zero
“ x˝b´—‚c´— ‚c —‚c` y since x˝c´— ‚c y and x ‚c —˝c` y are zero
“ x˝b´—‚c´—–––—‚c` y
which is exactly µVprb´ , c´ s ˆ rc` ,`8sq.
This completes the proof of the claim.
The claim implies that V is constant on each connected component of R ´ S. Indeed, if
SXrb, cs “ H then the exclusion zone does not contain any points of DgmpVq, and therefore
pvqcb is an isomorphism.
Thus V satisfies both conditions of Proposition 2.21 and is therefore locally finite. 
We are now ready to prove the converse stability theorem for q-tame persistence modules,
using the triangle inequalities for di, db and our results on -smoothing.
Proof of (4.112). Let U,V be q-tame persistence modules. For any  ą 0, the -smoothings
U,V are decomposable, so the converse stability theorem applies to them. Then:
dipU,Vq ď dipU,Vq ` 2 by Proposition 4.14
ď dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq ` 2 by Theorem 4.9
ď dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq ` 4 by Corollary 4.17
Since this is true for all  ą 0, we deduce that
dipU,Vq ď dbpdgmpUq, dgmpVqq.
The converse stability theorem for q-tame modules is proved. 
We finish this section with a characterisation of q-tame modules.
Theorem 4.19. A persistence module V is q-tame if and only if it can be approximated, in
the interleaving distance, by locally finite modules.
Proof. If V is q-tame then it is approximated by the modules V, which are locally finite by
Proposition 4.18. Conversely, suppose V is approximated by locally finite modules. Suppose
b ă c is given. Let W be a locally finite module which is -interleaved with V, for some
 ă pc´ bq{2. Then
rcb “ rankrVb Ñ Vcs
“ rankrVb Ñ Wb` Ñ Wc´ Ñ Vcs
ď dimpWb`q
ă 8.
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It follows that V is q-tame. 
It is easy to see that there are q-tame modules which are not locally finite, such as:
8à
n“1
Ir0, 1
n
s
More interestingly, the closely related module,
8ź
n“1
Ir0, 1
n
s
constructed by cartesian product rather than direct sum, is q-tame but does not admit an
interval decomposition. Indeed, the module is uncountable dimensional at 0 and countable
dimensional everywhere else, so any interval decomposition must include uncountably many
copies of Ir0, 0s. However, every nonzero element of V0 persists to some Vt, so there cannot
be any copies of Ir0, 0s. This example is due to Crawley-Boevey [13].
4.6. The stability theorem. The inequality (4.112) can be expressed in the following form:
Theorem 4.20. Let U,V be q-tame persistence modules which are δ`-interleaved. Then
there exists a δ-matching between the multisets dgmpUq, dgmpVq.
It is easier to prove the following. (Notice the missing `.)
Theorem 4.21. Let U,V be q-tame persistence modules which are δ-interleaved. Then there
exists a δ-matching between the multisets dgmpUq, dgmpVq.
Theorem 4.10 allows us to deduce Theorem 4.20 from Theorem 4.21: if U,V are δ`-
interleaved then there is an η-matching between their diagrams for every η ą δ, hence
there is a δ-matching.
The proof of Theorem 4.21 depends on two main ingredients:
‚ The interpolation lemma (3.4), which embeds U,V within a 1-parameter family.
‚ The box lemma (4.22), which relates the persistence measures of U,V locally.
Once these ingredients are in place, the theorem can be proved using the continuity method
of [10]. Our persistence diagrams may have infinite cardinality, so we will need an additional
compactness argument to finish off the proof.
Let R “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds be a rectangle in R2. The δ-thickening of R is the rectangle
Rδ “ ra´ δ, b` δs ˆ rc´ δ, d` δs.
For convenience we will write
A “ a´ δ, B “ b` δ, C “ c´ δ, D “ d` δ
in this situation. For infinite rectangles, note that ´8´ δ “ ´8 and `8` δ “ `8.
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We can also thicken an individual point: if α “ pp, qq then
αδ “ rp´ δ, p` δs ˆ rq ´ δ, q ` δs
for δ ą 0.
Lemma 4.22 (Box lemma [10]). Let U,V be a δ-interleaved pair of persistence modules. Let
R be a rectangle whose δ-thickening Rδ lies above the diagonal. Then µUpRq ď µVpRδq and
µVpRq ď µUpRδq.
If we use the extension convention (section 2.5) we can state the lemma without the re-
quirement that Rδ lies above the diagonal, because the convention gives µpRδq “ 8 if it
doesn’t.
Proof. Write R “ ra, bsˆrc, ds and Rδ “ rA,BsˆrC,Ds as above. Thanks to the interleaving,
the finite modules
Ua,b,c,d : Ua Ñ Ub Ñ Uc Ñ Ud
and
VA,B,C,D : VA Ñ VB Ñ VC Ñ VD
are restrictions of the following 8-term module
W : VA
ΨÝÑ Ua ÝÑ Ub ΦÝÑ VB ÝÑ VC ΨÝÑ Uc ÝÑ Ud ΦÝÑ VD
where Φ,Ψ are the interleaving maps.
Using the restriction principle, we calculate:
µVprA,Bs ˆ rC,Dsq “ x ˝A ————— ‚B — ‚C ————— ˝D | V y
“ x ˝A ————— ‚B — ‚C ————— ˝D |W y
“ x ˝A —˝a—‚b— ‚B — ‚C —‚c—˝d— ˝D |W y
` eight other terms
ě x ˝A —˝a—‚b— ‚B — ‚C —‚c—˝d— ˝D |W y
“ x –––—˝a—‚b—–––—–––—‚c—˝d—––– |W y
“ x –––—˝a—‚b—–––—–––—‚c—˝d—––– | U y
“ µUpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq
This proves µUpRq ď µVpRδq. The inequality µVpRq ď µUpRδq follows by symmetry. 
Recall the measures at infinity defined in section 2.6. By considering the appropriate limits,
we immediately have:
Proposition 4.23 (Box inequalities at infinity). Let µ, ν be r-measures on R2 which satisfy
a one-sided box inequality with parameter δ
µpRq ď νpRδq
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for all rectangles R P RectpR2q. Then
µpra, bs,´8q ď νprA,Bs,´8q, µp´8, rc, dsq ď νp´8, rC,Dsq,
µpra, bs,`8q ď νprA,Bs,`8q, µp`8, rc, dsq ď νp`8, rC,Dsq,
for all a ă b and c ă d; and
µp´8,´8q ď νp´8,´8q, µp`8,´8q ď νp`8,´8q,
µp´8,`8q ď νp´8,`8q, µp`8,`8q ď νp`8,`8q.
Here A “ a´ δ, B “ b` δ, C “ c´ δ, D “ d` δ. 
Consequently, if U,V are δ-interleaved persistence modules then µU, µV satisfy (two-sided)
box inequalities on p´8,Rq and pR,`8q as well as the equality µUp´8,`8q “ µVp´8,`8q.
4.7. The measure stability theorem. We now embed Theorem 4.21 as a special case of
a stability theorem for the diagrams of abstract r-measures. The more general statement is
no more difficult6 to prove, and seems to be the natural home for the result.
Let D be an open subset of R2. For α P D, define the exit distance of α to be
ex8pα,Dq “ d8pα,R2 ´Dq “ min `d8pα, xq | x P R2 ´D˘ .
For instance, for the extended half-plane we have ex8pα,Hq “ d8pα,∆q.
Let A,B be multisets in D. A δ-matching between A,B is a partial matching M Ă A ˆ B
such that
d8pα, βq ď δ if α, β are matched,
ex8pα,Dq ď δ if α P A is unmatched,
ex8pβ,Dq ď δ if β P B is unmatched.
If D is not clear from the context, we refer to M as a ‘δ-matching between pA,Dq and pB,Dq’.
With the same proof as Proposition 4.8, we have:
Proposition 4.24 (triangle inequality). If A,B,C are multisets in D and there exists a δ1-
matching between pA,Dq, pB,Dq and a δ2-matching between pB,Dq, pC,Dq, then there exists
a pδ1 ` δ2q-matching between pA,Dq, pC,Dq. 
Now for the main theorem.
Theorem 4.25 (stability for finite measures). Suppose pµx | x P r0, δsq is a 1-parameter
family of finite r-measures on an open set D Ď R2. Suppose for all x, y P r0, δs the box
inequality
µxpRq ď µypR|y´x|q
holds for all rectangles R whose |y ´ x|-thickening R|y´x| belongs to RectpDq. Then there
exists a δ-matching between the undecorated diagrams pdgmpµ0q,Dq and pdgmpµδq,Dq.
6In fact it’s a little easier to prove, because the compactness argument for diagrams with infinitely many
points can be conducted more cleanly in this generality.
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Figure 13. The two diagrams (5 dark blue squares; 5 light pink circles) have
box distance 1 and bottleneck distance 3. Generalising this example, one can
exhibit a pair of diagrams with 4k ` 1 points each, which have box distance 1
and bottleneck distance 2k ` 1.
In view of the Interpolation Lemma (3.4), this implies Theorem 4.21 (take µx “ µpUxq and
D “ H˝) and therefore the stability theorem (4.112) for q-tame modules.
Example 4.26. The existence of a 1-parameter family interpolating between µ0 and µδ may
seem unnecessarily strong. It is natural to hope that two measures µ, ν which satisfy the
(two-sided) box inequality with parameter δ will have diagrams dgmpµq, dgmpνq which are
δ-matched. This is simply not true, and in fact there is no universal bound on the bottleneck
distance between the two diagrams. See Figure 13.
Our goal for the rest of this section is to prove Theorem 4.25. Parts 1 and 2 closely follow
the method of Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner and Harer [10].
Afterwards, in section 4.8, we generalise the theorem to r-measures that are not finite.
Initial remark. Because the metric d8 separates R2 into nine strata (the standard plane,
the four lines at infinity, and the four points at infinity), we seek separate δ-matchings for
each stratum that meets D. We begin with the points in the standard plane.
Temporary hypothesis. Suppose initially that D Ď R2.
Part 1. The Hausdorff distance between pdgmpµxq,Dq, and pdgmpµyq,Dq is at most |y ´ x|.
Write A “ dgmpµxq, B “ dgmpµyq, and η “ |y ´ x|. The assertion is understood to mean:
‚ If α P A and ex8pα,Dq ą η, then there exists β P B with d8pα, βq ď η.
‚ If β P B and ex8pβ,Dq ą η, then there exists α P A with d8pα, βq ď η.
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove the first statement.
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Given such an α, let  ą 0 be small enough that η`  ă ex8pα,Dq. Then the box inequality
gives
1 ď µxpαq ď µypαη`q
so there is at least one point of B in the square αη`. This is true for all sufficiently small
 ą 0, and moreover B is locally finite. Therefore there is at least one point of B in αη. 
Henceforth, we will write Ax “ dgmpµxq for all x.
Part 2. The theorem is true if Ax has finite cardinality for all x.
Proof. (i) The triangle inequality for matchings includes the implication
A0,Ax are x-matched
Ax,Ay are py ´ xq-matched
*
ñ A0,Ay are y-matched
whenever 0 ă x ă y.
(ii) We claim that for every x P r0, δs there exists ρpxq ą 0 such that Ax,Ay are |y´x|-matched
whenever y P r0, δs with |y ´ x| ă ρpxq.
Suppose α1, . . . , αk is an enumeration of the distinct points of Ax, with respective multiplic-
ities n1, . . . , nk. Let ρpxq be chosen to satisfy the following finite set of constraints:
0 ă ρpxq ď
#
1
2
ex8pαi,Dq all i
1
2
d8pαi, αjq all i, j distinct
We must show that if |y ´ x| ă ρpxq then Ax,Ay are |y ´ x|-matched.
Write η “ |y ´ x| and let
pR2 ´Dqη “ tα P D | ex8pα,Dq ď ηu .
It follows from Part 1 that Ay is contained entirely in the closed set
pR2 ´Dqη Y αη1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y αηk
and it follows from the definition of ρpxq that the terms in the union are disjoint. It is easy
to count the points of Ay in each square α
η
i . Let  ą 0 be small enough that 2η `  ă 2ρpxq.
Then the box inequality gives
ni “ µxpαiq ď µypαη`i q ď µxpα2η`i q “ ni.
Thus µypαη`i q “ ni for all small  ą 0. We conclude that the square αηi contains precisely
ni points of Ay.
This completes the proof of (ii), because we can match the ni copies of αi with the ni points
of Ay in the square α
η
i , for each i, to define an η-matching between pAx,Dq, pAy,Dq. All
points of Ax are matched, and the only unmatched points of Ay lie in R
2 ´ D and do not
need to be matched.
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Items (i) and (ii) formally imply that A0,Aδ are δ-matched, using the standard Heine–Borel
argument. Indeed, let
m “ suppx P r0, δs | A0 and Ax are x-matchedq.
First, m is positive; specifically m ě ρp0q. Applying (i) to 0 ă m1 ă m, where A0,Am1 are
m1-matched and m ´m1 ă ρpmq, we deduce that A0,Am are m-matched. Suppose m ă δ.
Applying (i) to 0 ă m ă m2, where m2´m ă ρpmq, we deduce that A0,Am2 are m2-matched.
This contradicts the definition of m. Therefore m “ δ, and A0,Aδ are δ-matched. 
Part 3. The theorem is true without assuming finite cardinality.
Proof. Let pDnq be an increasing sequence of open subsets of D whose union equals D and
such that each Dn has compact closure. Because Ax is locally finite, it follows that Ax XDn
is finite for all x, n. We can therefore restrict the family of measures to each Dn in turn, and
apply Part 2 to get a δ-matching Mn between pA0 XDn,Dnq and pAδ XDn,Dnq.
We now take a limit M of the partial matchings Mn, using the construction in the proof of
Theorem 4.10. (This works because A0,Aδ are locally finite and therefore countable.) Let
χ, χn denote the indicator functions of M,Mn. As before, we have the Lemma that for any
finite subset F Ă A0 ˆ Aδ, there are infinitely many n P N for which
χpα, βq “ χnpα, βq
for all pα, βq P F.
We must show that M is a δ-matching between pA0,Dq and pAδ,Dq. It is immediate that
each matched pair is separated by at most δ, since this is true for every Mn. The argument
that each α is matched with at most one β, and vice versa, is the same as before.
Finally, suppose α P A0 with ex8pα,Dq ą δ. The square αδ is contained in D and is compact,
and therefore is contained in Dn for sufficiently large n. This means that ex
8pα,Dnq ą δ and
hence α is matched in Mn for sufficiently large n. Now α has only finitely many δ-neighbours
β1, . . . , βk in the locally finite set Aδ, so by the Lemma there are infinitely many n such that
χpα, βiq “ χnpα, βiq for all i. By taking a sufficiently large such n, we conclude that
χpα, βiq “ χnpα, βiq “ 1
for some i. Thus α is matched.
By symmetry, any β P Aδ with ex8pβ,∆q ą δ is matched in M to some α P A0.
It follows that M is the required δ-matching. 
The theorem at infinity. Now suppose D Ď R2 meets any of the strata at infinity. For each
of the four lines at infinity, the 3-part proof given above works almost verbatim, if we replace
D with its intersection with the chosen line, and each r-measure µx with the corresponding
measure at infinity. The other change is to replace the word ‘square’ with the word ‘interval’.
The necessary box inequality at infinity is found in Proposition 4.23.
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For the four corners p˘8,˘8q, it is easier still: the box inequality at each corner implies
that µ0, µδ have the same multiplicity there. The interpolating measures are not needed. 
This completes the proof of the stability theorem for finite measures on an open domain D,
and hence the stability theorem for q-tame persistence modules, and hence the isometry
theorem for q-tame persistence modules.
4.8. The measure stability theorem (continued). The stability theorem generalises to
measures that are not necessarily finite. By the extension convention, we may suppose that
the measures are defined on R2 (rather than just a subset of R2). Given a 1-parameter
family pµx | x P r0, δsq, the finite interiors
Fx “ F˝pµxq
now depend on x; whereas previously we had Fx “ D for all x.
For F Ă R2 an open set and δ ě 0, the ‘reverse offset’ is the open set
F´δ “ tα P F | ex8pα,Fq ą δu “  α P F | αδ Ă F( .
Intuitively, this shrinks F by δ at the boundary. Clearly F Ě G implies F´δ Ě G´δ, and
pF´δ1q´δ2 “ F´pδ1`δ2q. Note also that pFX Gq´δ “ F´δ X G´δ. This is easiest to see from the
second characterisation.
Remark. The operation r¨s´δ has no effect on the corners at infinity, and acts independently
on the standard plane and on the four lines at infinity.
We define δ-matchings for multisets in unequal domains. Let F,G be open subsets of R2, let
A,B be multisets in F,G respectively, and let δ ą 0. A δ-matching between pA,Fq, pB,Gq
is a partial matching M between A,B such that the following four conditions hold:
‚ F Ě G´δ and G Ě F´δ,
‚ if pα, βq P M then d8pα, βq ď δ,
‚ every α P AX G´δ is matched with some β P B,
‚ every β P BX F´δ is matched with some α P A.
The first of these is a compatibility condition between the domains: they cannot be too
unequal. This is automatic if F “ G, which is why we haven’t seen it before. Notice the
cross-over in the last two conditions: a point in A is allowed to be unmatched only if it is
close to the boundary of B’s domain G, and vice versa.
Proposition 4.27 (triangle inequality). If A,B,C are multisets in F,G,H respectively, and
there exist a δ1-matching between pA,Fq, pB,Gq and a δ2-matching between pB,Gq, pC,Hq,
then there exists a pδ1 ` δ2q-matching between pA,Fq, pC,Hq.
Proof. As usual, compose the two partial matchings to get a partial matching M between
A,C. Writing δ “ δ1 ` δ2, we must check that this is a δ-matching between pA,Fq, pC,Hq.
For first condition we see that
F Ě G´δ1 Ě pH´δ2q´δ1 “ H´δ and H Ě G´δ2 Ě pF´δ1q´δ2 “ F´δ.
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The second condition follows from the triangle inequality for d8. For the third condition, if
α P A lies in H´δ then by the inclusion above it lies in G´δ1 . Therefore α is matched with
β P B. Moreover β must then lie in H´pδ´δ1q “ H´δ2 and so is matched with γ P C. The
fourth condition follows by symmetry. 
Remark. There is no triangle inequality if the condition on the domains is dropped.
Here is the main theorem of this section and the final theorem of the paper. Again we use
the abbreviation Fx “ F˝pµxq for the finite interiors.
Theorem 4.28 (stability for measures). Suppose pµx | x P r0, δsq is a 1-parameter family of
r-measures on R2. Suppose for all x, y P r0, δs the box inequality
µxpRq ď µypR|y´x|q
holds for all rectangles R P RectpR2q. Then there exists a δ-matching between the undecorated
diagrams pdgmpµ0q,F0q and pdgmpµδq,Fδq.
The first condition for a δ-matching, on the domains F0,Fδ, can be checked easily:
Proposition 4.29. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.28, we have inclusions
Fx Ě F´|y´x|y
for all x, y P r0, δs.
Proof. Suppose α P F´|y´x|y , then equivalently α|y´x| Ă Fy. Since the square α|y´x| is compact
and Fy is open, there exists  ą 0 such that α|y´x|` Ă Fy. The box inequality gives
µxpαq ď µypα|y´x|`q
and the right-hand side is finite by Proposition 2.16. Thus α P F˝pµxq “ Fx. 
Proof of Theorem 4.28. The argument closely follows the proof of the stability theorem for
finite measure, so we will confine ourselves to indicating the necessary modifications. We
use the abbreviation Ax “ dgmpµxq.
Initial remark. Recall that the proof is conducted separately for each of the nine strata.
The four corners at infinity are handled easily (each corner belongs to both F0 and Fδ, or
to neither; in the former case the µ0, µδ multiplicities agree). The proof is described for the
points in the standard plane. The same proof applies to each of the four lines at infinity,
replacing each µx with the corresponding measure at infinity.
Part 1. The Hausdorff distance between pAx,Fxq, and pAy,Fyq is at most η “ |y ´ x|.
The assertion is understood to mean:
‚ If α P Ax and ex8pα,Fyq ą η, then there exists β P Ay with d8pα, βq ď η.
‚ If β P Ay and ex8pβ,Fxq ą η, then there exists α P Ax with d8pα, βq ď η.
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Proof: for all  ą 0 with η `  ă ex8pα,Fyq, we have 1 ď µxpαq ď µypαη`q so there is at
least one point of Ay in α
η.
Part 2. The theorem is true if Ax has finite cardinality for all x.
Item (i) is given by the triangle inequality (Proposition 4.27).
Item (ii) uses the same strategy as before. Let pαiq be a finite enumeration of the distinct
points of Ax, with respective multiplicities pniq. Then ρpxq is chosen to satisfy:
0 ă ρpxq ď
#
1
2
ex8pαi,Fxq all i
1
2
d8pαi, αjq all i, j distinct
If η “ |y ´ x| ă ρpxq, then Part 1 implies that Ay is contained in the disjoint union
pR2 ´ Fxqη Y αη1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y αηk.
The box inequality is then used to count precisely ni points of Ay in the square α
η
i . This
defines a partial matching where all points of Ax are matched and all points of Ay XF´ηx are
matched.
The formal deduction of Part 2 from (i) and (ii) is unchanged, since it is a formal deduction.
Part 3. The theorem is true without assuming finite cardinality.
The idea is to restrict each measure µx to a relatively compact open subset Fˆx Ă Fx “ F˝pµxq.
The subsets satisfy the compatibility condition
Fˆx Ě Fˆ´|y´x|y
for all x, y P r0, δs.
Specifically, for  ą 0 and r ą δ, let
Fˆx “ F´x X Qr
where Qr “ p´r, rq ˆ p´r, rq is the open d8-disk of radius r. Define a function on rectangles
as follows:
µˆxpRq “
#
µxpRq if R Ă Fˆx
8 otherwise
It is easy to check that µˆx is an r-measure (additivity still holds), that F˝pµˆxq “ Fˆx, and
that dgmpµˆxq “ dgmpµxq X Fˆx.
Lemma. The family pµˆxq satisfies the box inequality µˆxpRq ď µˆypR|y´x|q for all x, y P r0, δs.
Proof. Since the box inequality is assumed to hold for pµxq, it will automatically hold for
pµˆxq; except possibly for rectangles R where the left-hand side of the inequality has become
infinite while the right-hand side hasn’t. This happens when R Ć Fˆx while R|y´x| Ă Fˆy, and
we can prevent it by ensuring that Fˆx Ě Fˆ´|y´x|y . And, indeed,
Fˆ´|y´x|y “ pF´y X Qrq´|y´x| “ F´p`|y´x|qy X Qr´|y´x| Ď F´x X Qr “ Fˆx. 
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Since Fˆx has compact closure in Fx, and Ax is locally finite, it follows that Aˆx “ dgmpµˆxq “
Ax X Fˆx has finite cardinality. We can therefore apply Part 2 to the family pµˆxq to get a
δ-matching between pAˆ0, Fˆ0q and pAˆδ, Fˆδq. This can be interpreted as a partial δ-matching
between A0,Aδ where:
‚ α P A0 is matched whenever α P pF´δ X ωrq´δ “ F´pδ`qδ X ωr´δ
‚ β P Aδ is matched whenever β P pF´0 X ωrq´δ “ F´pδ`q0 X ωr´δ
Repeat this argument for a sequence pn, rnq where n Ñ 0 and rn Ñ `8. This gives a
sequence of δ-matchings Mn, and we can form a limit M as before.
If α P A0 X F´δδ then eventually α P F´pδ`nqδ X ωrn´δ and so α is matched by Mn for all
sufficiently large n. The same is true for β P Aδ X F´δ0 . With this information, we can
complete the usual proof that M is a δ-matching between pA0,F0q and pAδ,Fδq. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.28. Here is a sample consequence.
Example 4.30 (Stability of the Webb module). Let V be a persistence module which is
δ-interleaved with the module W of Example 2.20. By interpolation and the box lemma, the
measure stability theorem applies here. We get a δ-matching between pdgmpµVq,F˝pµVqq
and pdgmpµWq,F˝pµWqq. This amounts to the following.
‚ In the finite part H of the half-plane:
The singular support of µV is contained in the diagonal strip ∆r0,δs. Each point of
dgmpµVq outside this strip is matched with some point p´n, 0q P dgmpµWq. Conversely,
the only unmatched points of dgmpµWq must lie within distance δ of the diagonal or of
the singular support of µV.
In particular, if δ ă 1
4
then all points of dgmpµWq are matched.
‚ On the line p´8,Rq: All points and singularities of µV are contained in the interval
p´8, r´δ,`δsq. There is at least one singular point.
‚ On pR,`8q and at p´8,`8q: The measure µV has no points or singularities.
5. Examples
5.1. Partial interleavings. In some practical data analysis situations, one considers per-
sistence modules which are only partially interleaved. One such scenario is presented by
Chazal et al. in the context of clustering by mode-seeking [9]. A filtered simplicial complex
on an input point cloud is compared with the sublevelset filtration of the density function it
was sampled from. In low-density regions, the sample is too sparse to expect there to be an
interleaving. Nevertheless, there is interleaving when the density is sufficiently high.
This leads to the following notion of partial interleaving, adapted from [9]. Two persistence
modules U and V are said to be δ-interleaved up to time t0 if there are maps φt : Ut Ñ Vt`δ
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t0
t0 − δ
t0 + δ
t0 + δ
2
Figure 14. Left: the partial matching of Theorem 5.1 between dgmpUq (‚)
and dgmpVq (˝). Right: projection from dgmpUq (‚ and ‚) to dgmpU˜q (˝). The
grey points are the ones that disappear.
and ψt : Vt Ñ Ut`δ defined for all t ď t0, such that the diagrams of equation 3.1 commute
for all values s ă t ď t0; that is, for all values where the maps are defined.
A weaker version of the stability theorem, illustrated in Figure 14 (left), can be proven:
Theorem 5.1 (from [9]). Let U and V be two q-tame persistence modules that are δ-
interleaved up to time t0. Then, there is a partial matching M Ă dgmpUq ˆ dgmpVq with
the following properties:
‚ Points pp, qq in either diagram for which 1
2
|p´ q| ď δ are not required to be matched.
‚ Points pp, qq in either diagram for which p ě t0 ´ δ are not required to be matched.
All other points must be matched. Then:
‚ If α, β are matched, then the p-coordinates of α, β differ by at most δ.
‚ If α, β are matched and one of α, β lies below the line q “ t0, then d8pα, βq ď δ.
For the proof, we introduce two new persistence modules U˜, V˜.
U˜t “ Ut if t ď t0 ` δ and U˜t“ 0 otherwise
V˜t “ Vt if t ď t0 ` δ and V˜t“ 0 otherwise
with maps
u˜ts “ uts if t ď t0 ` δ and u˜ts“ 0 otherwise
v˜ts “ vts if t ď t0 ` δ and v˜ts“ 0 otherwise
for all s ď t. We may call Uˆ, Vˆ the truncations of U,V to p´8, T s, where T “ t0 ` δ.
Proof. There are three steps.
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Step 1. The decorated diagram of a persistence module U determines the decorated diagram
of its truncation U˜, in a straightforward way. Specifically, transform each point pp˚, q˚q P
DgmpUq as follows:
(¶) pp˚, q˚q ÞÑ
$’&’%
pp˚, q˚q if q˚ ă T
pp˚, T`q if p˚ ă T ă q˚
disappears if T ă p˚
Then DgmpU˜q is the result of this transformation. The consequent relationship between the
undecorated diagrams is illustrated in Figure 14 (right).
Step 2. If U,V are δ-interleaved up to time t0, then U˜, V˜ are δ-interleaved.
Combining the first two steps we get the third.
Step 3. The stability theorem gives a δ-matching between dgmpU˜q, dgmpV˜q. This lifts to a
matching between dgmpUq, dgmpVq which has the properties stated in the theorem.
The second and third steps are straightforward. Only the first step requires any technical
input, intuitively plausible as it may be. The framework developed in [6] leads to a 2-page
argument, presented in the appendix of [9].
Here is a shorter proof. Write µ “ µU and µ˜ “ µU˜. Let A denote the multiset obtained from
DgmpUq by applying the transformation (¶). Consider an arbitrary rectangle ra, bs ˆ rc, ds P
RectpHq. We easily see:
cardpA|ra,bsˆrc,dsq “
$’&’%
µpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq if d ď T
µpra, bs ˆ rc,`8sq if c ď T ă d
0 if T ă c
To show that we have correctly determined DgmpU˜q, it suffices to show that cardpA|ra,bsˆrc,dsq “
µ˜pra, bs ˆ rc, dsq for all rectangles. And indeed:
‚ If d ď T , then:
µ˜pra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | U˜y
“ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | Uy “ µpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq
‚ If c ď T ă d, then:
µ˜pra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | U˜y
“ x˝a—‚b—‚c—— | Uy “ µpra, bs ˆ rc,`8sq
since U˜d “ 0.
‚ If T ă c, then:
µ˜pra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝d | U˜y “ 0
since U˜c “ 0.
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It follows that DgmpU˜q “ A as claimed. 
5.2. Extended persistence. Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner and Harer [11] introduced ex-
tended persistence to capture the homological information carried by a pair pX, fq. Some
but not all of this information is recovered by the sublevelset persistence HpXsubq. The idea is
to grow the space from the bottom up, through sublevelsets; and then to relativise the space
from the top down, with superlevelsets. Extended persistence is the persistent homology of
this sequence of spaces and pairs.
It is usually assumed that pX, fq has finitely many homological critical points paiq. One
applies a homology functor to the finite sequence7
Xa0 Ñ Xa1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xan´1 Ñ X Ñ pX,Xanq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pX,Xa2q Ñ pX,Xa1q
to get a quiver representation. The indecomposable summands of this representation are
interpreted as features, and are drawn as points in the ‘extended persistence diagram’. There
are three kinds of feature:
‚ ordinary features (which are born and die before the central X);
‚ relative features (which are born and die after the central X);
‚ extended features (which are born before the X and die after it).
The finiteness assumption is satisfied when pX, fq is a compact manifold with a Morse
function, or a compact polyhedron with a piecewise-linear map. In the former situation,
there are extra symmetries (Poincare´, Lefschetz) which are explored in [11].
In fact, it is perfectly straightforward to define the extended persistence diagram under a
weaker hypothesis. Suppose X is a compact polyhedron and f is a continuous real-valued
function on X. Then:
‚ rank pHpXsq Ñ HpX tqq ă 8 whenever s ă t; and
‚ rank pHpX,Xsq Ñ HpX,Xtqq ă 8 whenever s ą t.
The first of these facts is Theorem 2.22. The second is proved similarly, by factorising the
map through some HpX, Y q, where Y is a subpolyhedron of X nested between Xs, Xt.
Define the ordered set
R“ tt | t P Ru ordered by s ď t ô s ě t,
thought of as a ‘backwards’ copy of the real line, with bars under numbers to remind us. For
extended persistence we may work with the set
Rep “ RY t`8u Y R
with the ordering s ă `8 ă t for all s, t.
7We write Xt “ pX, fqt “ f´1p´8, ts and Xt “ pX, fqt “ f´1rt,`8q for sublevelsets and superlevelsets.
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The extended persistence module Xep “ Xfep for pX, fq is defined as follows:
Vt “ HpX tq for t P R
V`8 “ HpXq
Vt “ HpX,Xtq for t P R
Since Rep is order-isomorphic to the real line, we may interpret Xep it as a persistence
module over R. The two facts cited above imply that it is q-tame, so the decorated diagram
is defined away from the diagonal.
Alternatively, we can define the extended persistence diagram in three pieces:
µordpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy for ´8 ď a ă b ď c ă d ď `8
µrelpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy for `8 ď a ă b ď c ă d ď ´8
µextpra, bs ˆ rc, dsq “ x˝a—‚b—‚c—˝dy for ´8 ď a ă b ď `8 and `8 ď c ă d ď ´8
taking V´8 “ 0 and V´8 “ 0 whenever needed.
The measures µord, µrel are defined over the half-plane H, whereas µext is defined over R
2.
Stability for dgmord, dgmrel and dgmext is proved individually for each diagram. Given two
functions f, g which are δ-close in the supremum norm, there are inclusions
pX, fqt Ď pX, gqt`δ pX, fqt Ď pX, gqt´δ
pX, gqt Ď pX, fqt`δ pX, gqt Ď pX, fqt´δ
using which we can prove the box lemma for each measure. Since linear combinations of
continuous functions are continuous, we can interpolate between f and g to satisfy the
hypotheses required by the measure stability theorem.
Remark. In the spirit of Theorem 2.23, one may treat the case where X is a locally compact
polyhedron and f is proper. We leave it as an exercise for the sufficiently persistent reader
to carry this out and locate the possible singularities of the measures.
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